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Designs that match your style. From faucets and shower systems to shower toilets and ceramics – enjoy your perfect GROHE bath experience.
GROHE BATHROOM MOMENTS OF TRUTH

GROHE STARLIGHT
Made-to-last surfaces ranging from precious matt to shiny like a diamond.

GROHE SILKMOVE
Smoothest handling for effortless precision and ultimate comfort for a lifetime.

GROHE SILKMOVE ES
The intelligent combination of energy saving and effortless water control.

GROHE FEATHERCONTROL
The joy of effortless fingertip control and long lasting silky smooth operation.

GROHE DREAMSPRAY
Innovative quality showers for luxurious revitalisation and wellbeing.

GROHE ZERO
No contact of water with lead and nickel due to isolated inner water ways.

GROHE ECOJOY
Save precious resources and enjoy 100% water comfort.

GROHE TURBOSTAT
Always the right temperature, for utmost convenience and safety.

GROHE HYGIENECLEAN
Innovative hygiene features for 100% security.

GROHE SKINCLEAN
Choose your preferred spray option for great cleaning.

GROHE COOLTOUCH
No scalding on hot surfaces thanks to 100% GROHE CoolTouch.

GROHE POWER FLUSH
Innovative flush design for unbeatable cleaning power.

GROHE PUREGUARD
Stays sparkling white with no chance for bacteria and dirt.

GROHE QUICKFIX
Faster, easier and hassle-free, GROHE QuickFix cuts installation time by up to 40%.

GROHE BATHROOM MOMENTS OF TRUTH

GROHE’s experts announce the innovative quality of their work in so-called “Moments of Truth”. These are the moments when the end-user becomes aware of the tangible benefits that the product offers, as well as the achievement that it represents, for the very first time. At these times, all the efforts that have gone into research, development, production and refinement result in genuine delight and authentic satisfaction for the customer.

GROHE’s experts announce the innovative quality of their work in so-called “Moments of Truth”. These are the moments when the end-user becomes aware of the tangible benefits that the product offers, as well as the achievement that it represents, for the very first time. At these times, all the efforts that have gone into research, development, production and refinement result in genuine delight and authentic satisfaction for the customer.

MOMENTS OF TRUTH
Dear customers,

We know your taste is personal, a style which is distinctly and uniquely you. At GROHE, we not only want to enable you to design a modern bathroom, but to enable you to create your own personal sanctuary within your home. Completing our extensive range of faucets, shower systems and accessories, we now also offer a carefully selected range of sanitary ceramics. We just call it “the perfect match” in design and function. With that holistic portfolio, GROHE is your perfect partner for full bathroom solutions.

If you prefer a modern style, our new Plus range of bathroom faucets may be just the perfect solution for you. With its cosmopolitan design, Plus is minimal yet highly inviting. In keeping with the concept of minimalism, these faucets have been reduced to only the necessary elements to achieve the slimmest possible appearance.

Equally, the slim, understated style of our SmartControl Concealed shower interface would also suit a minimalist bathroom design. The combination of a highly intuitive push button and volume control allows you to enjoy your personalised shower experience with any combination of spray modes and water volume from a single wall plate.

Our new SPA Colors range was developed to further customise your bathroom aesthetic to your personal style. Enjoy the freedom of choice between 10 beautiful color and finish combinations, covering a full range of products from faucets to accessories. All with the long-lasting surface quality you rightly expect from a GROHE solution.

At GROHE, we want you to create a room you love. We believe that the key to your satisfaction lies within a holistic range of products from one source. Therefore, GROHE offers your full-line supplier of complete bathroom solutions a comprehensive product range that supplement any style and any project – helping you to realize the very personal bathroom you have always dreamt of.

Yours, Michael Rauterkus
Chief Executive Officer
Grohe AG
GROHE BATHROOM CONTENT

FAUCETS
GROHE bathroom faucets unite award-winning design with the finest materials and the latest industry-leading technologies.

THERMOSTATS
The perfect control of volume and temperature.

CONCEALED MIXERS
GROHE Concealed technology offers more space under the shower, without compromising on functionality or comfort.

SMARTCONTROL
Purely intuitive. Enjoy the simplicity of your personalized shower experience every day.

SHOWER TOILETS
Intelligent care – the ultimate hygiene for your personal care.

SHOWERS
All shapes, styles and sizes – dedicated to your perfect shower experience.

FLUSH PLATES
The finishing touch in your GROHE bathroom

ACCESSORIES
GROHE Accessories are born out of a rich tradition of blending minimalistic design with functionality.

CERAMICS
Match your personal style with one of our four distinctive ceramic lines.
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GROHE bathroom faucets unite award-winning design with the finest materials and the latest industry-leading technologies to match your personal style.
THE ICON OF ELEGANCE AND PRECISION
Consider the circle. A staple of natural geometry. A pure form at once soothing and dynamic. A visual metaphor for both, completeness and eternity. For its Atrio collection GROHE draws on this most elemental and elegant form to create an iconic object that is built to last.

The Atrio collection means design without restrictions. Each item is available in various finishes and size options to meet all demands of personal taste and different design schemes.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
ATRIO

GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS

GROHE
ATRIO

32 647 AL3
XL Single-lever basin mixer

40 306 AL3
Soap Dispenser

40 304 AL3
Glass Holder

32 647 AL3
XL-Size  Single-lever basin mixer
ATRIO HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
40 307 003  
Towel rail
600 mm

40 308 003  
Towel bar
length 489 mm / 2 parts

40 312 003  
Robe Hook

40 313 003  
Toilet paper holder
without cover

40 314 003  
Toilet brush set
wall model

40 319 003  
Glass holder without glass

40 305 003  
Holder for soap dish
40 256 003  
Soap dish

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:

- 00 I 081 StarLight Chrome
- AL I 047 Brushed Hard Graphite
- DC I 014 SuperSteel
GROHE
ALLURE BRILLIANT

LIKE A DIAMOND
With its crisp planes, intriguing angles and cut-out details, Allure Brilliant illustrates the absolute precision that can only be achieved through years of experience and an unfaltering passion for innovation. Complex without being complicated, faceted faucets add a new dimension to bathroom design and a new dimension to water. With its gem-like quality and structured shape, Allure Brilliant exudes architectural appeal.

Our designers and engineers have taken on the role of lapidaries, refining and polishing with utmost care to create a collection of intriguing designs, which will challenge your perception of bathroom fittings.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
ALLURE BRILLIANT

20 344 A00
L-SIZE
3-hole basin mixer
23 119 000
Bath/shower mixer, floor mounted
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS ALLURE BRILLIANT
ALLURE BRILLIANT
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:
- 00 I StarLight Chrome
- A0 I Hard Graphite
- DC I SuperSteel
- AL I Brushed Hard Graphite

grohe.com
## GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS  ALLURE BRILLIANT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 072 000</td>
<td>2-way diverter trim set</td>
<td><strong>24 071 000</strong></td>
<td>Shower trim set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 099 000</td>
<td>3-way diverter trim set</td>
<td><strong>24 099 000</strong></td>
<td>2-way diverter trim set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 789 000</td>
<td>Bath/shower mixer + separate concealed body</td>
<td><strong>19 785 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 884 001</td>
<td>Hand shower Euphoria Cube.Stick, metal</td>
<td><strong>27 885 000</strong></td>
<td>Shower outlet elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 781 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer + separate concealed body</td>
<td><strong>19 782 000</strong></td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm + separate concealed body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 700 000</td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm, metal with square escutcheon projection 268 mm</td>
<td><strong>27 702 000</strong></td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 301 000</td>
<td>Bath spout, length 292 mm</td>
<td><strong>13 301 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with 2-way diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 711 000</td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm, metal with square escutcheon length 154 mm</td>
<td><strong>27 712 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer with 2-way diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 863 000</td>
<td>Ceiling shower Allure 230, metal 230 mm x 230 mm 1 spray pattern: Rain</td>
<td><strong>27 864 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 145 000</td>
<td>Shower arm, projection 423 mm</td>
<td><strong>26 146 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 489 000</td>
<td>Projection 275 mm</td>
<td><strong>27 490 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 707 000</td>
<td>Shower outlet elbow</td>
<td><strong>27 708 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 488 000</td>
<td>Shower outlet elbow</td>
<td><strong>27 489 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 484 000</td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm length 292 mm</td>
<td><strong>27 485 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 479 000</td>
<td>Ceiling shower arm length 142 mm</td>
<td><strong>27 480 000</strong></td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with square escutcheon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:
- 00 I StarLight Chrome
- A0 I Hard Graphite
- DC I SuperSteel
- AL I Brushed Hard Graphite

Visit [grohe.com](http://grohe.com) for more information.
38 859 XG0
Silk Cosmopolitan Print
Flush Actuation Plate
use with GROHE concealed WC cisterns

40 494 000
Soap dispenser

40 493 000
Tumbler

40 504 000
Soap dish

40 498 000
Robe hook

40 503 000
Tumbler with shelf

40 564 000
Bottle trap

40 565 000
Waste set

40 497 000
Toilet paper holder

40 496 000
Towel bar

40 512 001
Toilet rack

40 512 001
Towel rail

40 500 000
Toilet brush set

40 499 000
Toilet paper holder
BEAUTY MEETS FUNCTION
Perfectly balanced proportions on the outside and technically advanced on the inside – Allure unites inherent beauty with unmatched performance. Cylindrical bodies rise from square and rectangular base plates adding to its minimalist appeal, while the collection offers a choice of two handle styles – a flat lever or a tri-spoke design – to meet your exacting requirements.

Faucets and fittings in this collection illustrate our commitment to unrivalled quality in the bathroom.
32 754 002
Bath/shower mixer, floor mounted

ALLURE
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

32 757 000
M-Size Basin mixer

32 760 000
L-Size Basin mixer for free-standing basins

23 403 000
XL-Size Basin mixer

19 309 000
2-hole basin mixer, wall mounted

19 316 000
3-hole bath combination

24 069 000
Shower trim set

24 070 000
2-way diverter trim set

32 754 002
Bath/shower mixer, floor mounted

32 757 000
M-Size Basin mixer

32 760 000
L-Size Basin mixer for free-standing basins

23 403 000
XL-Size Basin mixer

19 309 000
2-hole basin mixer, wall mounted

19 316 000
3-hole bath combination

24 069 000
Shower trim set

24 070 000
2-way diverter trim set

20 188 000
3-hole basin mixer, deck mounted

20 188 000
3-hole basin mixer, deck mounted
## GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS

### ALLURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 249 000</td>
<td>XL-Size Basin mixer for free-standing basins</td>
<td>20 143 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 143 000</td>
<td>3-hole basin mixer</td>
<td>20 143 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 334 000 + 20 811 000 / 20 810 000</td>
<td>Concealed valve + separate concealed body</td>
<td>22 012 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 012 000</td>
<td>Angle valve</td>
<td>22 012 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 317 000</td>
<td>Concealed valve, metal for bath or shower projection 180 mm</td>
<td>19 317 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 826 000</td>
<td>Bath/shower mixer</td>
<td>32 826 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 147 000</td>
<td>S-Size Bidet mixer</td>
<td>19 315 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 189 000</td>
<td>3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted</td>
<td>20 189 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 190 000 + 32 706 000</td>
<td>3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted projection 172 mm + separate concealed body</td>
<td>20 192 000 + 32 796 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 264 000</td>
<td>Bath spout</td>
<td>13 264 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 846 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>32 846 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 180 000 + 32 706 000</td>
<td>3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted projection 225 mm + separate concealed body</td>
<td>19 384 000 + 20 032 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 147 000</td>
<td>S-Size Bidet mixer</td>
<td>19 317 000 + 20 501 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 190 000 + 32 706 000</td>
<td>3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted projection 172 mm + separate concealed body</td>
<td>19 317 000 + 20 501 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 264 000</td>
<td>Bath spout</td>
<td>13 264 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Visit Grohe’s official website [here](http://grohe.com) for more information and details.
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS ALLURE

19 380 000 + 35 500 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

13 218 000
Bath spout
floor mounted
+ separate concealed body

19 446 000 + 35 500 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

19 484 000
Ceiling shower arm, metal
+ separate concealed body
projection 275 mm

26 145 000
Shower arm, metal
with square escutcheon
projection 423 mm

27 075 000
Hand shower holder

27 469 000
Shower system with thermostat
1 spray pattern: Rain

27 076 000
Shower outlet elbow

27 075 000
Hand shower holder

27 484 000
Shower outlet elbow

27 485 000
Shower outlet elbow

28 034 000
Hand shower Sena Stick, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain

28 341 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

28 034 000
Hand shower Sena Stick, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain

28 341 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

grohe.com
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS  ALLURE

40 564 000  Bottle trap
40 565 000  Waste set
40 278 000 + 40 256 000  Holder + Soap dish
40 341 000  Towel rail
40 284 000  Robe hook
40 279 000  Toilet paper holder
40 326 000  Towel ring

27 863 000  Ceiling shower Allure 230, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
230 mm x 230 mm

27 479 000  Head shower Allure 230, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
230 mm x 230 mm
27 480 000  with 0.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

40 278 000 + 40 254 000  Holder + Glass
40 339 000  Towel ring
40 284 000  Robe hook
40 279 000  Toilet paper holder
40 341 000  Towel rail
40 284 000  Robe hook
40 279 000  Toilet paper holder
40 326 000  Towel ring
TOMORROW’S GRAND STYLE

The GROHE Grandera collection is both a homage to an age of grandeur long past and an affirmation of modern sensibility, combining the highest standards of quality and craftsmanship with a love of detail and comfort.

Stylistically, the Grandera collection can be combined with a wide range of bathroom furnishings, with the added flexibility of two colors – chrome and chrome / gold.
GRANDERA
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:
000 | StarLight Chrome
030 | Chrome/Gold
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 341 000</td>
<td>Bath spout</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 315 000</td>
<td>M-size Bidet mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 942 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>5-way diverter</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 944 000</td>
<td>Concealed valve</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 942 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>with 2-way diverter</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 944 000</td>
<td></td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 341 000</td>
<td>Bath spout</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 316 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 932 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 934 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 937 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>with 2-way diverter</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 315 000</td>
<td>M-size Bidet mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 317 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 932 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 934 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 317 000</td>
<td>Shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 920 000</td>
<td>Bath/shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 948 000</td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>separate concealed body</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 037 000</td>
<td>Hand shower Grandera Stick, metal</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>1 spray pattern: Rain</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 993 000</td>
<td>Wall holder set</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>with hand shower Grandera Stick</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 038 000</td>
<td>Riser, 900 mm</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>1 spray pattern: Rain</td>
<td>IG0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:

- 000: StarLight Chrome
- IG0: Chrome/Gold
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS GRANDERA

28 025 000 / 28 025 DA0
Shower hose

27 970 000 / 27 970 IG0
Shower outlet elbow
27 969 000 / 27 969 IG0
Hard shower holder

40 627 000 / 40 627 IG0
Soap dispenser

40 630 000 / 40 630 IG0
Towel ring

40 629 000 / 40 629 IG0
Soap dish

40 633 000 / 40 633 IG0
Bath grip

40 626 000 / 40 626 IG0
Tumbler

40 628 000 / 40 628 IG0
Toilet paper holder

40 661 000 / 40 661 IG0
Toilet brush set

40 632 000 / 40 632 IG0
Robe hook

40 625 000 / 40 625 IG0
Towel rail 600 mm

40 661 000 / 40 661 IG0
Towel rail 900 mm

40 631 000 / 40 631 IG0
Robe hook

40 632 000 / 40 632 IG0
Toilet brush set

27 986 000 / 27 986 IG0
Shower arm projection 288 mm

40 625 000 / 40 625 IG0
Grandera ceiling shower arm metal length 292 mm

27 978 000 / 27 978 IG0
length 142 mm

40 626 000 / 40 626 IG0
Tumbler

40 629 000 / 40 629 IG0
Toilet paper holder

40 632 000 / 40 632 IG0
Toilet brush set

27 986 000 / 27 986 IG0
Shower arm projection 288 mm

40 625 000 / 40 625 IG0
Grandera ceiling shower arm metal length 292 mm

27 978 000 / 27 978 IG0
length 142 mm

40 626 000 / 40 626 IG0
Tumbler

40 629 000 / 40 629 IG0
Toilet paper holder

40 632 000 / 40 632 IG0
Toilet brush set

27 785 000
Shower rail 900 mm

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan Wall plate for dual flush use with GROHE concealed WC cistern

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan Wall plate for dual flush use with GROHE concealed WC cistern

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:
000 I StarLight Chrome
IG0 I Chrome/Gold
DA0 I Warm Sunrise
GROHE PLUS

ACCURACY THAT GOES BEYOND DESIGN

Imagine a bathroom that offers not just sleek, cutting-edge, bold design design, but also confidence and control. Where you can tell water temperature at a glance and switch water flow with just a swipe of your hand. A room where nothing is left to chance, where form delivers function in a sleek, tactile package. With the new GROHE Plus you can make it a reality.

This innovative range puts control and convenience in your hands, delivering accurate temperature information at a glance. The GROHE Plus range includes some faucets with a temperature display, so you know the water will always be just the right temperature. GROHE Plus also offers a new level of ergonomic comfort and practical function too, presented in a silhouette of architectural strength and elegance, with surfaces so sleek they invite interaction.
PLUS HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

23 848 003
M-Size
Basin mixer
with LCD water temperature display
with smooth body
with push-open waste set

23 850 003
L-Size
Basin mixer
with LED water temperature display
with smooth body
with push-open waste set

32 612 003
3-Serie
Basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 163 003
Smooth body
with push-open waste set
23 878 003
with GROHE SilkMove ES
with pop-up waste set

23 871 003
M-Size
Basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 872 003
Smooth body
with push-open waste set

23 843 003
L-Size
Basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 851 003
Smooth body
with push-open waste set

23 870 003
with GROHE SilkMove ES
with pop-up waste set

20 301 003
M-Size
3-hole basin mixer, low spout
with pop-up waste set

29 303 003 + 23 200 000
M-Size
Basin mixer, wall mounted, 147 mm
+ separate concealed body
29 306 003 + 23 200 000
L-Size
Basin mixer, 203 mm
+ separate concealed body

23 857 003
Bath/shower mixer

33 547 003
Bath/shower mixer
with shower set
33 553 003
Bath/shower mixer

33 577 003
Shower mixer

24 059 003 + 35 600 000
Shower trim set
+ GROHE Rapid Slidebar
24 060 003 + 35 600 000
2-way diverter trim set
+ GROHE Rapid Slidebar
24 093 003 + 35 600 000
3-way diverter trim set
+ GROHE Rapid Slidebar

24 099 003
Shower trim set
+ GROHE Rapid Slidebar

29 307 003
4-hole bath combination
SENSUAL MINIMALISM
The cosmopolitan aesthetic of Lineare is minimal yet highly inviting. In keeping with the concept of minimalism, Lineare has been reduced to only the necessary elements to achieve the thinnest possible appearance. The line is based on a composition of two simple geometric structures – cylindrical bodies and thin rectangular forms of the handle and spout create beautiful harmonious compositions.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM  >  LINEARE
23 792 001
+ 45 984 001 / 29 038 001 / 29 086 000
Bath/shower mixer,
floor mounted
+ separate concealed body
LINEARE HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

For color option, replace the second and third last digits with the following color code:
- 00 I StarLight Chrome
- DC I SuperSteel

23 092 001
XS-Size
Bath/shower mixer
+ separate concealed body
23 791 001
Smooth body
with push-open waste set
23 790 001
with GROHE S&H² Mix ES
with pop-up waste set
23 296 001
L-Size
Bath mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 405 001
XS-Size
Bath mixer
for freestanding basins
23 384 001
M-Size
3-hole basin mixer, low spout
with pop-up waste set
23 444 001 + 23 571 000
L-Size
Basin mixer, wall mounted, 207 mm
+ separate concealed body
19 409 001 + 23 571 000
M-Size, 149 mm
+ separate concealed body
33 850 001
Bath/shower mixer
with pop-up waste set
33 849 001
Bath/shower mixer
24 095 001 + 35 600 000
3-way diverter trim set
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox
24 064 001 + 35 600 000
2-way diverter trim set
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox
24 063 001 + 35 600 000
Shower trim set
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox
19 577 001 + 20 037 000
4-hole bath combination

grohe.com
UNDERSTATE ELEGANCE

Classic lifestyle, gently interpreted. For people who are attracted by clear, visually pleasing designs, GROHE Essence brings aesthetics without pretension. Complete bathrooms in this range use balanced, modern styling and create space for inventive furnishing ideas and innovative technologies.

NEW COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>SuperSteel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL1</td>
<td>Cool Sunrise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA1</td>
<td>Warm Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Hard Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1</td>
<td>Polished Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1</td>
<td>Brushed Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL1</td>
<td>Brushed Hard Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL1</td>
<td>Brushed Warm Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR1</td>
<td>Brushed Cool Sunrise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VISIT US ONLINE

BATHROOM > ESSENCE
37 601 AL0
Flush plate.

23 401 AL1
Bath/shower mixer, floor mounted + separate concealed body
+ 45 984 001 / 29 086 000
MAKE A CLEAR STATEMENT

Straightforward, attractive and always focused on the essential. Cosmopolitan life in the teeming city becomes a bit more manageable if you are surrounded by straight lines. The overarching concept of GROHE Eurocube evokes the dynamic lifestyle of busy people and celebrates the dramatic beauty of the cube. Enjoy a bit of clarity.

GROHE EUROCUBE

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUROCUBE

23 406 000
XL-Size
Basin mixer
for freestanding basins
grohe.com
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS
EUROCUBE
19 998 000 + 23 429 000
L-Size
Basin mixer, wall mounted, 231 mm
+ separate concealed body

39 481 00H
Vessel basin, 40 cm
36 441 000
Touchless basin mixer (Battery)
36 440 000
Touchless basin mixer (230 V)

39 477 00H
Countertop basin, 60 cm

39 681 00H
Vessel basin, 40 cm
GROHE EUROCUBE JOY

MAKE A CLEAR STATEMENT
GROHE Eurocube Joy translates your feeling for confident clarity and purism into reality. The cosmopolitan, cubic design with its reduced, right-angled lines expresses quality and innovative thinking – first and foremost with the distinctive joystick for greater ease of use. Overall it’s an expression of form providing perfect accents for your modern bathroom architecture. Utterly characteristic. Typical you.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUROCUBE JOY

23 654 000
S-Size
Basin mixer with pop-up waste set
23 650 000
Smooth body

23 657 000
M-Size
Basin mixer with pop-up waste set
23 658 000
Smooth body

23 661 000
XL-Size
Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

19 997 000 + 23 429 000
M-Size
Basin mixer, wall mounted, 171 mm + separate concealed body
19 998 000 + 23 429 000
L-Size, 231 mm + separate concealed body

23 664 000
S-Size
Bidet mixer with pop-up waste set

23 667 001 + 45 984 001 / 29 038 001 / 29 086 000
Bath/shower mixer, floor mounted + separate concealed body

23 666 000
Bath/shower mixer

24 094 000 + 35 600 000
2-way diverter trim set + GROHE Rapido SmartBox
24 092 000 + 35 000 000
2-way diverter trim set + GROHE Rapido SmartBox
24 081 000 + 35 600 000
Shower trim set + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

19 997 000 + 23 429 000
M-Size
Basin mixer, wall mounted, 171 mm + separate concealed body
19 998 000 + 23 429 000
L-Size, 231 mm + separate concealed body
VERSATILE & MEANINGFUL
Confidence across the board. Eurodisc Cosmopolitan fittings stand out as a result of their superior styling and their extensive product range, all boasting the “Made in Germany” seal of quality. This collection allows you infinite creativity in your quest for a personalised bathroom. The sweeping lines of the washbasin faucet allow comfortable, splash-free hand-washing. Refreshingly elegant details and technical sophistication are also available for the shower and bath areas. Single-lever faucets, a complete shower system and a convenient shower caddy are just a few examples. Eurodisc Cosmopolitan turns your bathroom into a comfortable living zone.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EURODISC COSMOPOLITAN

33 190 002
S Size
Basin mixer with pop-up waste set
EURODISC COSMOPOLITAN HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
GROHE EUROADISC JOY

DESIGN THAT GIVES PLEASURE
Out of the ordinary. Take it easy for the whole day – just switch off your mind and let inspiration into your everyday life. Eurodisc Joy bathrooms were created for connoisseurs of pleasure, who love unique things and appreciate creative details. This collection is so special that it won us the Red Dot Design Award.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUROADISC JOY

23 427 LS0
M-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set

23 428 LS0
XL-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set

23 430 LS0
Shower mixer

24 036 LS0
S-Size Bidet mixer with pop-up waste set

Color options:
- 000/002 | StarLight Chrome
- LS0/LS2 | MoonWhite

23 428 LS0
XL-Size Basin mixer for freestanding basins

19 968 LS0 + 23 429 000
M-Size 2-hole basin mixer, wall mounted, 177 mm + separate concealed body

19 969 LS0 + 23 429 000
L-Size, 236 mm + separate concealed body

19 549 LS2 + 35 501 000
Shower mixer trimset + separate concealed body

19 544 LS2 + 35 501 000
Shower mixer trimset + separate concealed body

19 968 LS0 + 23 429 000
M-Size 2-hole basin mixer, wall mounted, 177 mm + separate concealed body

19 969 LS0 + 23 429 000
L-Size, 236 mm + separate concealed body

19 969 LS0 + 23 429 000
L-Size, 236 mm + separate concealed body

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUROADISC JOY
GROHE CONCETTO

A CYLINDRICAL STATEMENT
Inviting design. The formal beauty of the cylinder and the softness of circular elements are perfectly expressed in the Concetto range. Take pleasure in the harmony and perfect ergonomics of precisely drawn lines, angles and curves. Concetto is an unique expression of pure style. A brilliant feature is the strikingly angled operating lever, subtly inviting you to reach out and touch. The space between pure aesthetics and optimum functionality is bridged brilliantly by the finish of the GROHE StarLight surfaces.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM > CONCETTO

32 629 002
L-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set with mixed spout

grohe.com
CONCETTO HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
INDIVIDUALITY & IDENTITY

A stylish balancing act. The GROHE Design Studio has done a typically fine job on the Eurostyle Cosmopolitan. Angled slightly at seven degrees, the lever will catch the eye of any connoisseur of good taste. The range’s distinctive keyhole adds a lightness to the design. A leading GROHE line, Eurostyle Cosmopolitan is available across a wide range of products, all perfectly complemented by a four-hole bath combination, a single-lever shower control and a stylish shower rack. If you’re looking for style to touch your senses, you’ve found it in Eurostyle Cosmopolitan.
INSPIRED BY NATURE
The bathroom should be a place where you can feel nature with all your senses. A place that reflects your sensuality and blends with your own nature. The GROHE Eurostyle turns this intuition into reality. The organic design and natural aesthetic are both pleasing to the eye and a joy to use. The result is a relaxed atmosphere where you can enjoy peace and instinctively feel at home, in a totally natural way. How inspiring.
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS
EUROSTYLE

23 569 003
L-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set

23 719 003
XL-Size Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

23 570 003
XL-Size Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

grohe.com
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS EUROSTYLE IN CHROME

33 558 003
S-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set
32 468 003 Smooth body

23 374 003
S-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set with GROHE SilkMove ES

23 374 003
S-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set with GROHE Zero

23 564 003
S-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set with GROHE SilkMove ES

23 567 003
Smooth body

23 569 003
L-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set

23 570 003
XL-Size Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

EUROSTYLE HIGHLIGHTS

CHROME WITH LOOP LEVER
GROHE BATHROOM Faucets EUROSTYLE IN CHROME

23 707 003  
S-Size 
Basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
23 716 003  
Smooth body

23 708 003  
S-Size 
Basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set 
with GROHE Zero
23 716 003  
Smooth body

23 709 003  
S-Size 
Basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set 
with GROHE SilkMove ES
23 716 003  
Smooth body

23 710 003  
L-Size 
Basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
23 718 003  
L-Size 
Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

23 719 003  
XL-Size 
Basin mixer for freestanding basins with smooth body

29 097 003  
M-Size 
Basin mixer, wall-mounted, 200 mm
23 571 000  
+ separate concealed body

24 047 000 + 35 600 000  
Bath/shower trim set 
+ separate concealed body

EUROSTYLE HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
EUROSTYLE HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
MORE THAN MERE MINIMALISM
Focus on the essential. Eurosmart Cosmopolitan deliberately avoids anything superfluous. The design story of this line of fittings speaks to fans of contemporary architecture, combining modern aesthetics with excellent ergonomics and the highest functionality. The extensive Eurosmart Cosmopolitan line boasts six different faucet models for the washbasin, each brilliantly complementing GROHE ceramics. Whether a fixed, swivel-mounted or electronic cast spout, each model guarantees the highest GROHE quality and optimum ease of use. Our proven technologies, including GROHE SilkMove, GROHE SilkMove ES and GROHE StarLight, are committed to fulfilling our quality promise.
GROHE BATHROOM  FAUCETS  EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN

EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
GROHE
EUROSMART

GROHE’S NUMBER 1 IN PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

For almost 2 decades, its legendary quality has made the GROHE’s Eurosmart range the obvious choice for planners, architects and plumbers. Making it the number 1 worldwide with over 30 million sold. With its wide range of designs and functionalities, its long-lasting GROHE SilkMove Technology and German engineering know-how, Eurosmart is valued for every kind of project – bath, kitchen, commercial, large-scale or small. Eurosmart: always a first class choice since 1999.
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS
EUROSMArt

23 322 001
M-Size Basin mixer with pop-up waste set

39 300 000
Acrylic shower tray 100 cm x 100 cm

39 208 000
Euro Ceramic Wallhung Bidet 32 929 002 Eurosmart S-Size Bidet mixer

37 624 000
Flush plate

grohe.com
EUROSMART HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

grohe.com
REDEFINING TOUCHLESS CONVENIENCE

Sensor-controlled faucets are becoming increasingly popular not only in the project business, but also in private bathrooms. They combine convenience with hygiene and, thanks to GROHE Bau Cosmopolitan E, are now also style-forming elements in the modern bathroom, guest bathroom or public sanitary facilities. Due to its intuitive control, the touchless faucet is optimally suited for young and old.

VISIT US ONLINE

BATHROOM >

BAU COSMOPOLITAN E
Dead Space Reduced Water Guide
Bau Cosmopolitan E

**Hygiene**
- **Touchless**
  - Reliable, proven and precise sensor technology for hygienic, touch-free actuation of basin faucets, WCs and urinals.

**Sustainability**
- **Grohe Ecojoy**
  - Save precious resources and enjoy 100% water comfort. Water and energy saving sensor results in a flow rate of 5.7 l/min. Precise touchless technology prevents you from water loss.

**Quality**
- **Made in Germany**
  - German perfectionism inspires ultimate customer confidence.

**Design**
- **Grohe Starlight**
  - Made-to-last finishes ranging from precious matte to shiny like a diamond.

**Technology**
- **Grohe Sensor**
  - The responsive sensor switches the mixer on and off for ultimate comfort and the simple cleaning mode makes maintenance easy.

**Longlife Battery**
- Unique low-energy electronics ensure a long service life.

**Mains Operated**
- 36 401 000 Touchless basin mixer (battery operated)
- 36 452 000 Touchless basin mixer (with plug transformer 100 – 230 V AC)

**Remote Control**
- Basic functionalities can be adjusted without remote control – simply by hand.

**Inner Water Guide**
- Innovative faucet construction allows for significant dead space reduction.

**Grohe Ecosmart**
- Save water and enjoy 100% water comfort. Water and energy saving sensor provides a flow rate of 5.7 l/min. Precise touchless technology prevents you from water loss.

**Water and Energy Saving Aerator**
- Provides a flow rate of 5.7 l/min.

**Precise Touchless Technology**
- Prevents you from water loss.

**Grohe Starlight**
- Made-to-last finishes ranging from precious matte to shiny like a diamond.

**Grohe Sensor**
- The responsive sensor switches the mixer on and off for ultimate comfort and the simple cleaning mode makes maintenance easy.

**Longlife Battery**
- Unique low-energy electronics ensure a long service life.

**Mains Operated**
- 36 401 000 Touchless basin mixer (battery operated)
- 36 452 000 Touchless basin mixer (with plug transformer 100 – 230 V AC)
ENHANCED ERGONOMICS, DESIGNED FOR MODERN BATHROOMS

Inspired by Bauhaus, designed for modern bathrooms. BauLoop brings lightness to its surroundings through its striking loop-shaped lever handle and cylindrical body. Featuring the signature GROHE design elements, the collection carries its minimalist design ethos into the bathroom – from washbasin mixers to bath faucets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 422 000</td>
<td>XS-Size Pillar Faucet</td>
<td>32 857 000</td>
<td>XS-Size</td>
<td>Smooth body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 422 000</td>
<td>XS-Size Pillar Faucet</td>
<td>20 422 000</td>
<td>XS-Size</td>
<td>Smooth body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 814 000</td>
<td>S-Size Single-lever basin mixer</td>
<td>32 814 000</td>
<td>S-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 854 000</td>
<td>Smooth body 2-hole basin mixer</td>
<td>32 854 000</td>
<td>Smooth body</td>
<td>Smooth body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 471 000</td>
<td>XS-Size 3-hole basin mixer</td>
<td>20 471 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer 3-hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 257 000</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted with diverter</td>
<td>13 257 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 255 000</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted with diverter</td>
<td>13 255 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 029 000</td>
<td>M-Size 2-hole single-lever basin mixer wall mounted</td>
<td>20 029 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>2-hole single-lever basin mixer wall mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 250 000</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted with diverter</td>
<td>13 250 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Bath spout wall mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 091 000</td>
<td>L-Size Single-lever basin mixer</td>
<td>23 091 000</td>
<td>L-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 041 000</td>
<td>Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter</td>
<td>23 041 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 043 000</td>
<td>Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter</td>
<td>23 043 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 062 000</td>
<td>M-Size Single-lever basin mixer with automatic diverter</td>
<td>23 062 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer 3-hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 762 000</td>
<td>M-Size Single-lever basin mixer with automatic diverter</td>
<td>23 762 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer 3-hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 380 000</td>
<td>Bath spout with diverter</td>
<td>23 380 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Bath spout with diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 856 000</td>
<td>XL-Size Single-lever basin mixer for freestanding basins</td>
<td>32 856 000</td>
<td>XL-Size</td>
<td>Single-lever basin mixer 3-hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 764 000</td>
<td>Smooth body 3-hole basin mixer for freestanding basins</td>
<td>23 764 000</td>
<td>M-Size</td>
<td>Smooth body 3-hole basin mixer for freestanding basins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GROHE BAUEDGE

CONSISTENT USE OF LOZENGE SHAPES
Lends an air of balance and harmony. BauEdge’s modern silhouette of the lever handle is pitched at an angle of seven degrees for comfortable use without compromising the clarity of its form. A comprehensive range of faucets and showers ensures this sophisticated design meets your design requirements.
SUBLIME TOUCHES FOR CONTEMPORARY SPACES

Sweeping lines and a softer aesthetic are key to creating a comfortable and contemporary bathing space. The dynamic design of BauCurve entices interaction through the confident execution of its fin-shaped lever handle. Arcing towards the user, it gives effortless control over the water flow and temperature ensuring perfect delivery for years to come.
GROHE
BAUFLOW

SMOOTH AS SILK
The flowing transition from spout to body to lever brings movement and vitality to BauFlow. Unfaltering in its execution, this transition unites these three components in a refreshing way. As with all GROHE single-lever mixers, the wide operating angle of the lever handle is perfectly engineered for optimal user comfort across the collection of basin, bath and bidet faucets and shower mixers.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
BAUFLOW

32 810 000
S-Size
Single-lever basin mixer
GROHE BATHROOM FAUCETS

32 957 000
S-Size Pillar Faucet

32 810 000
5-SIZE S-Size Pillar Faucet

32 851 000
smooth body 2-hole basin mixer

23 198 000
with outlet elbow

23 086 000
L-Size Basin mixer

23 069 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter

23 046 000
Single-lever shower mixer

23 045 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter

20 280 000
Bib faucet 2 in 1 wall mounted

20 287 000
M-Size 2-hole basin mixer wall mounted

20 235 000
Bib faucet wall mounted

26 018 000
Shower valve wall mounted

13 254 000
Bath spout wall mounted with diverter

13 252 000
without diverter

29 046 000
Single-lever shower mixer

29 069 000
with lockable diverter

23 098 000
without pop-up waste set
GROHE
BAUCLASSIC

SIMPLICITY WITH A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE

Refined and authentic. The BauClassic faucet collection effortlessly blends a traditional aesthetic with 21st-century engineering. Fluted detailing at the base of the faucet body and the spout brings an air of elegance to the design and is repeated at the end of the slender lever handle. The collection includes a three-hole basin mixer to ensure a harmonious match with period-style basins.
25 118 00A
3-hole bath/shower combination

22 010 000
Angle valve

32 862 000
S-Size Basin mixer

32 863 000
S-Size Single-lever basin mixer smooth body

23 095 000
L-Size Basin mixer

32 868 000
XL-Size Single-lever basin mixer for freestanding basins

20 470 000
M-Size M-Size Basin mixer

20 239 000
Bib faucet wall mounted

32 865 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer wall-mounted

29 047 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer with automatic diverter

32 867 000
Single-lever bath/shower mixer wall-mounted

29 048 000
Single-lever shower mixer
SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
Pure pleasure for guests. If you are looking for an elegant, timeless and economic solution for your guest bathroom, the Universal pillar faucet is the perfect choice. The slim design and unusual control at the tip of the spout will impress your guests. But the universal application options will blow them away. Because the pillar faucet has no temperature control, it delivers cold or premixed water. The versatile fitting solution comes in four amazing designs to complement your installation plans and your choice of washbasin.

VISIT US ONLINE
GROHE BATHROOM > UNIVERSAL

20 201 000
L-Size
Universal pillar faucet with GROHE EcoJoy

20 202 000
L-Size
Universal pillar faucet with GROHE EcoJoy

20 203 000
L-Size
Universal pillar faucet with GROHE EcoJoy

20 205 000
M-Size
Universal pillar faucet with GROHE EcoJoy
Space – we’d all like to have more of it, especially in the shower area. With its hidden installation, GROHE Concealed technology offers more space under the shower, without compromising on functionality or comfort.

A wide selection of suitable trimsets and showers ensures that the style chosen for the bathroom extends seamlessly into the shower area. And seen from a practical angle, the slim, streamlined design makes cleaning faster and more convenient.
THE UNIVERSAL SOLUTION
FOR THE NEEDS OF TOMORROW

Three outlets for a wider range of shower options

Efficient installation thanks to bottom inlets

Just one plumber-friendly rough-in for entire range

Exchangeable function units for single-lever mixers, thermostats and SmartControl, fully pre-configured and 100% factory tested

Subsequently adjustable by up to six degrees: ensures that the wall plate is always in level and allows for perfect alignment with tile joints

All thermostats with retrofit service stops

SMARTCONTROL
Ultimate and intuitive control of every shower function, space-saving and slim design

TWO-HANDLE THERMOSTATS
More space and more control with our new thermostats

SINGLE-LEVER MIXERS
Simple to operate, control up three functions with our new mixers

new

new
DISCOVER ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

With its universal solutions, our GROHE Rapido SmartBox System is the answer for everything. Never before has a rough-in from GROHE offered so many different options and so much flexibility and freedom. And with the GROHE Rapido SmartBox System you can install the box now and decide on a trim in the future.
SLIMMED DOWN DESIGN
FOR MORE SPACE IN THE SHOWER

Creating a beautiful area for bathing and showering can often be a challenge, since the space available is frequently very limited. The GROHE Rapido SmartBox System offers the luxury of extra space thanks to our super slim trimsets. One great advantage is the extra flexibility that comes with our system, allowing you to install the box now and decide on the final design and look later on.
SHOWER PLEASURE TO THE POWER OF THREE

CONTROL UP TO THREE SHOWERS WITH JUST ONE TRIM

Today’s trend is for a multiple shower experience that offers more than simple bath/shower combinations. The downside is that for this to work, you need two rough-ins and two trims to control a hand shower and a two-spray head shower: up until now.

With just one rough-in and one trim, it is possible to enjoy two head shower functions. The pleasure of using two head shower sprays is enhanced by the Rainshower 360 and the new Rainshower 310 head showers. Designed to be the perfect match, they deliver an unmissable shower sensation.
In keeping with its sleek design, the GROHE SmartControl Concealed uses premium materials. Its ergonomic buttons have a knurled grip for ease of use.

43 MM TOTAL OUTREACH
No matter what the installation depth of the rough-in is, the total height of the trim never exceeds 43 mm. The GROHE SmartControl Concealed combines space-saving convenience in the shower and slim good looks.

THINNER WALL PLATES
With a height of only 10 mm, its super slim design makes the GROHE SmartControl Concealed wall plate both elegant and space saving.

HIDDEN SEALING SYSTEM
The GROHE SmartControl Concealed has an integrated sealing system, completely eliminating water behind the wall.

SYMBOLS CAN BE CHANGED
The control knobs come with a range of different symbols, representing the different shower options. These symbols are clear and recognisable and their functionality distinct. They can be individually configured and also easily exchanged if required.

GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
AVAILABLE AS 1-, 2- AND 3-FUNCTION MODELS
FIND MORE INFORMATION UNDER GROHE THERMOSTATS, GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
METAL PLATE, ERGONOMIC GRIP
The surface of the buttons is silky smooth to the touch. To ensure that soapy hands can still get a good grip, there is a hidden hollow at the base of each button. Beautiful to look at, easy to operate.

GROHTHERM TWO-HANDLE THERMOSTATS
AVAILABLE AS 1- AND 2-FUNCTION MODELS
FIND MORE INFORMATION UNDER GROHE THERMOSTATS, GROHTHERM TWO-HANDLE THERMOSTATS

SLEEK SPACE-SAVER
Designed and engineered for more comfort, convenience and space, our new two-handle thermostats look deceptively simple. The exceedingly narrow plates, with a width of just 10 mm, and the slim design of the controls ensure that the overall outreach is a mere 43 mm. All our two-handle thermostats offer this combination of good looks and extra space.
OUTSTANDING WITHOUT STANDING OUT

Our single-lever mixers perform outstandingly, offering comfortable and intuitive control. GROHE single lever mixers are designed for functionality and for stylish streamlined looks: the plates themselves are a mere 10 mm thin. And the automatic two-way diverter has an outreach of only 43 mm, independent of rough-in installation depth.
GROHE THERMOSTATS

PRECISION CONTROL FOR A RELAXED SHOWERING EXPERIENCE.

As our benchmark when constructing GROHE thermostats we used the most sensitive thermometer around – your skin. The revolutionary thermostats in our Grohterm range ensure that hot and cold water will touch your skin in exactly the proportions you desire. GROHE TurboStat is a revolutionary technical feature – it provides the correct shower temperature in seconds and keeps it constant. The many elegant design features in these miniature technological marvels are wonderfully innovative.
COMFORT, SAFETY, SAVINGS

We’ve all been there before. You’ve just stepped into the shower when someone else in the house either turns on a faucet or flushes the toilet; suddenly the temperature of your shower plummets or becomes scalding hot – leaving you with soap in your eyes as you try to manually adjust the temperature back to a comfortable level. Install a GROHE thermostat and you can be sure of a safe and enjoyable showering experience every time.

USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES

Our thermostats also feature a SafeStop button, to prevent children from turning up the temperature and scalding themselves, and an EcoButton to reduce water usage by up to 50%. Our EasyLogic controls are intuitive to use and cater to the entire family, whatever their height, while the AquaDimmer allows you to turn the water on and off, adjust the flow rate and divert between two water outlets, e.g. hand shower and bath spout.

GROHE COOLTOUCH

SAFETY FIRST WITH 100% GROHE COOLTOUCH.

GROHE’s CoolTouch technology ensures that the entire outer surface never exceeds your preferred shower temperature. By designing our thermostats to include an innovative cooling channel, we have created a barrier between the hot water and the chrome surface – so it’s never too hot to handle. On top, Grohtherm SmartControl, 3000 and 2000 feature GROHE CoolTouch wall unions to perform 100% GROHE CoolTouch for safety around. This safety measure is especially useful for children, who can not always judge whether something they touch is dangerously hot.
GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL

TURN UP THE VOLUME – OR DOWN IF YOU PREFER
GROHE SmartControl offers not just a choice of shower sprays, but also the precise control of water flow. GROHE SmartControl features an integrated volume control for an individual shower experience. A simple push of a button starts or stops the desired shower.

And just a turn of the dial allows for precise control of water volume. Thanks to the clear symbols on the buttons, operating them is simple and intuitive.

ALL PUSH VALVES WITH VOLUME CONTROL

JUST ONE ROUGH-IN AND ONE TRIM NEEDED

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
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GROHE BATHROOM THERMOSTATS
GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL

34 742 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower F-Series head shower
Power & Soul hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

34 743 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower 210 Cosmopolitan head shower
Power & Soul hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

34 705 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower 310 SmartActive head shower
Euphoria Cube hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

34 706 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower 310 SmartActive head shower
Euphoria Stick hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

34 742 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower P-Series head shower
Power & Soul hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

34 743 000
Perfect shower set
Rainshower 210 Cosmopolitan head shower
Power & Soul hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 123 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 1 valve
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 124 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 125 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 126 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 127 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 120 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 121 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 122 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 124 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 125 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 126 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 127 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 120 000 + 35 600 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 1 valve
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Euphoria 260 head shower
Euphoria Stick hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Color options:
000 I StarLight Chrome
GL0 I Cool Sunrise
DL0 I Brushed Warm Sunset
DC0 I SuperSteel
GN0 I Brushed Cool Sunrise
DL0 I Brushed Warm Sunset
AL0 I Brushed Hard Graphite
EN0 I Brushed Nickel
BE0 I Polished Nickel
A00 I Hard Graphite
GG0 I Brushed Nickel

grohe.com
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- **29 150 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 151 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 152 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 153 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 154 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 155 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 156 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 157 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 158 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 159 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 160 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 161 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 162 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 163 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 164 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

- **29 165 LS0 + 35 600 000**
  - Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox
GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL

EXPOSED THERMOSTATS

34 719 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic shower mixer 1/2”, wall-mounted: 100% GROHE CoolTouch, GROHE StarLight chrome finish, GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement, GROHE SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy to full flow

34 718 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic bath mixer 1/2”, wall-mounted: 100% GROHE CoolTouch, GROHE StarLight chrome finish, GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement, 2 x GROHE SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy to full flow, bath spout with mousseur

34 720 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic shower mixer 1/2” with shower rail, consisting of:
- Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic shower mixer (34 719 000), Euphoria 110 Massage shower rail set, 600 mm (27 231 001)
- 34 721 000 Set with 900 mm shower rail
SWITCHING SPRAYS?
YOU CAN DO IT WITH YOUR EYES SHUT

Our new thermostats with conventional operation are anything but conventional themselves. We designed them to be as user-friendly and intuitive as possible. Turn on the hand shower by rotating the upper control button slightly to the left. To increase the water flow and obtain a more powerful spray, simply keep turning the button further to the left. And to switch over to the head shower head, turn the control button towards the right.

Continue turning to the right to turn up the volume. Also available as 1-function model to operate a single shower or 2-function model for shower and bath fill operation.
NEW GROHTHERM TWO-HANDLE CONCEALED THERMOSTATS
OVERVIEW

GROHTHERM ROUND

GROHTHERM SQUARE

GROHTHERM CUBE

24 078 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Square
shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 079 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Square
2-way AquaDimmer
shower/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 080 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Square
2-way AquaDimmer
bath/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 154 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Cube
2-way AquaDimmer
shower/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 155 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Cube
2-way AquaDimmer
bath/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 153 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Cube
shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 152 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Cube
2-way AquaDimmer
shower/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 076 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Round
2-way AquaDimmer
shower/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 077 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Round
2-way AquaDimmer
bath/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 075 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Round
shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 073 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Round
2-way AquaDimmer
shower/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox

24 072 000
+ 35 600 000
Grohtherm Round
2-way AquaDimmer
bath/shower
+ GROHE Rapid
SmartBox
NEW GROHTHERM TWO-HANDLE CONCEALED THERMOSTATS PERFECT SHOWER SETS

OVERVIEW

GROHTHERM ROUND

34 736 000 Grohtherm Round
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 160
+ hand shower

34 726 000 Grohtherm Round
Perfect Shower Set Tempesta 210

34 731 000 Grohtherm Round
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 310
+ hand shower

34 732 000 Grohtherm Round
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 210
+ hand shower

34 735 000 Grohtherm Round
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 160
+ hand shower

GROHTHERM SQUARE

34 730 000 Grohtherm Square
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 310
+ hand shower

34 727 000 Grohtherm Square
Perfect Shower Set Tempesta 210

34 734 000 Grohtherm Square
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Cosmo 210
+ hand shower

GROHTHERM CUBE

34 733 000 Grohtherm Cube
Perfect Shower Set Rainshower Allure 230
+ hand shower

34 728 000 Grohtherm Square
Perfect Shower Set Tempesta 210

34 729 000 Grohtherm Square
Perfect Shower Set Tempesta 210
+ hand shower

2-FUNCTION

grohe.com
MINIMALIST & 100% GROHE COOLTOUCH.

Grohtherm 3000 thermostats are based on an aesthetic philosophy based on simple cylinders in perfect proportions, creating balance and harmony enhanced by GROHE StarLight chrome, a deep luxurious finish.

While GROHE TurboStat maintains your perfect water temperature, GROHE CoolTouch eliminates the risk of scalding from hot chrome surfaces, while the EcoButton enables you to reduce your water consumption up to 50%.
GROHTHERM 3000 COSMOPOLITAN HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

34 274 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 276 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
GROHTHERM CUBE

100% CUBE
For years, GROHE has been synonymous with thermostats for the bathroom, with over 30 million sold worldwide. With this pure Cubist thermostat range, GROHE offers innovative design combined with the highest quality standards. From its Cubist design and its water-saving options to the smart EasyReach soap tray – the new Grohtherm Cube thermostats and shower systems offer full enjoyment to the last detail, perfectly matching several GROHE cubic faucet and shower designs.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
GROHTHERM CUBE
grohe.com
34 502 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer with GROHE EasyReach shower tray
GROHTHERM 2000

100% GROHE COOLTOUCH, ADVANCED ERGONOMICS & EASYREACH TRAY.

The elegant design of Grohtherm 2000 ensures it will complement any bathroom design. Experience the beauty of the XL WaterFall from our exposed bath/shower thermostat. Enjoy the convenience of the GROHE EasyReach shower tray, with easy-to-clean integrated storage for your shampoo or soap.

Featuring 100% GROHE CoolTouch, the solid metal housing of Grohtherm 2000 remains cool and safe at all times. With GROHE TurboStat you will always enjoy your perfect water temperature, independent of any fluctuations in water pressure. Grohtherm 2000 is available as classic exposed shower thermostat and as a variant with GROHE EasyReach storage.

VISIT US ONLINE

BATHROOM >
GROHTHERM 2000
### GROHTHERM 2000 HIGHLIGHTS

**FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34 464 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer with GROHE EasyReach metal shower tray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 469 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with GROHE EasyReach metal shower tray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 169 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer without unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 170 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with pillar unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 174 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic bath/shower mixer with GROHE EasyReach metal shower tray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 281 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with shower set Power&amp;Soul 130 with 600 mm rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 482 001</td>
<td>with 900 mm rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 195 001</td>
<td>Thermostatic shower mixer with shower set Euphoria 110 with 600 mm rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 608 001</td>
<td>GROHE EasyReach metal shower tray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GROHTHERM 1000

GROHE COOLTOUCH, ULTIMATE COMFORT.
Enjoy taking a refreshing shower more than ever before. The Grohtherm 1000 with contemporary design offers the GROHE CoolTouch compact body, ergonomically shaped metal handles, GROHE TurboStat technology and water-saving eco functions.

VISIT US ONLINE
GROHTHERM 1000
GROHTHERM 1000 HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

34 256 004
Thermostatic shower mixer
with Tempesta 100 shower set
with 900 mm rail

34 151 004
with 600 mm rail

34 155 003
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 156 003
without unions

34 143 003
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 146 003
without unions

34 152 004
Thermostatic shower mixer
with Tempesta 100 shower set
with 600 mm rail
without unions

34 150 003
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 142 003
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 144 003
without unions
GROHTHERM 1000 COSMOPOLITAN

MINIMALISTIC DESIGN WITH ERGONOMIC METAL HANDLE.
Offering quality, technology and design at a competitive price, Grohterm 1000 Cosmopolitan is our most compact thermostat. Crafted from a series of perfect cylinders, its slender design is the preferred choice for modern, architectural-style spaces.

Purity meets performance. A subtle rim on the cylindric metal handle increases grip, even when operated with wet, soapy hands.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
GROHTHERM 1000 COSMOPOLITAN

grohe.com
34 065 002
Thermostatic shower mixer
34 215 002
Thermostatic bath mixer

34 065 002
Thermostatic shower mixer
without unions

34 268 002
Thermostatic shower mixer
without unions

34 215 002
Thermostatic bath mixer

34 286 002
Thermostatic shower mixer
with Euphoria 110 shower set
with 600 mm rail
34 321 002
with 900 mm rail

34 065 002
Thermostatic shower mixer
without unions
GROHTHERM 800

SAFE AND ERGONOMIC.
Experience the benefits of a thermostatically controlled shower at an attractive price. Finished in sparkling GROHE StarLight chrome, Grohtherm 800 benefits from GROHE TurboStat technology, ensuring luxurious showering at a constant temperature. The SafeStop button, set at 38 °C, prevents children from turning up the temperature, while the EcoButton allows you to reduce water usage.

The ergonomic handles offer you a good grip at all times, even with wet or soapy hands.

The Grohtherm 800 is available as an exposed shower thermostat or bath thermostat.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM ➤
GROHTHERM 800
34 558 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 567 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 565 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
with Tempesta 100 shower set
with 600 mm rail

34 566 001
with 900 mm rail

34 585 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
with Tempesta 100 shower set
with 600 mm rail

34 586 001
with 900 mm rail
THINK OF A SHOWER. ISN’T IT SIMPLY WATER DROPLETS FALLING DOWN? IT’S HARDLY ROCKET SCIENCE.

And yet what GROHE SmartControl does with water has to be felt to be believed. It elevates the simple shower to a whole new shower experience that seems to have been made for you alone.

The intelligence of GROHE SmartControl lets you rediscover the element of water: you can surround yourself with fat, lazy droplets like a summer rain or lend form to the water to massage and soothe away the day. Turn the volume all the way up for a deluge or down to deliver a fine spray. Or choose the right degree of warmth for every water drop. All at the touch of your finger.

GROHE SMARTCONTROL – TOMORROW’S WAY TO SHOWER.
GROHE SMARTCONTROL
YOU'RE ONE STEP AWAY FROM A STUNNING SHOWER EXPERIENCE
3 WAYS TO PLAN YOUR IDEAL SHOWER MOMENT

So that you can create your perfect shower, GROHE offers you three different ways to go about it – giving you maximum freedom to plan and to enjoy. Whether you are thinking of a simple makeover or want to completely redesign your shower area, GROHE has a range of installation solutions to suit all your needs.

01 SMARTCONTROL EXPOSED

GROHE SmartControl Exposed, combined with the striking Rainshower head shower and shower rod, can be installed with a minimum of fuss for a maximum of effect.

02 SMARTCONTROL COMBI SHOWER SYSTEM

The “excealed” solution – no visible shower rod – just the impressive Rainshower 360 head shower and GROHE SmartControl.

03 SMARTCONTROL CONCEALED

Reduce to the max. GROHE SmartControl Concealed is installed behind the wall for a clean, minimalistic look and more freedom of space.
WHEN YOU STEP INTO YOUR SHOWER WE WANT YOU TO ENJOY ALL THE VARIETY THAT WATER HAS TO OFFER.

That’s why our head showers give you the choice of different spray types. And thanks to GROHE SmartControl, you can enjoy more than one spray at once. Try combining the GROHE PureRain spray with the stimulating TrioMassage. Or switch to the hand shower with the push of a button. Everything is possible, all is enjoyment. With its intuitive buttons, GROHE SmartControl gives you all you need to be completely in your element.
ALL WILL BE REVEALED:
Perhaps you have long dreamed of turning your old shower into a wonderful shower experience. If you are planning a new bathroom or a renovation, GROHE SmartControl Exposed is an ideal solution. The wall mounted GROHE Rainshower SmartControl shower system makes fitting a simple matter – but the result is all the more stunning.

Available in two different versions, Duo with three SmartControl buttons, two head shower jets plus hand shower and Mono with two SmartControl buttons, a one-spray head shower and hand shower, the design of the GROHE SmartControl shower system includes an integrated shelf that offers space for shampoo and shower gel.

The many features of GROHE SmartControl – from the intuitive use of the SmartControl buttons, perfect volume and temperature control to a choice of finish for the shower heads – guarantee more pleasure under the shower.
26 361 000
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Mono
shower system with thermostat
Head shower spray: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
Hand shower sprays:
Rain / GROHE Rain O² spray

26 250 000
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Duo
shower system with thermostat
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
+ TrioMassage
Hand shower sprays:
Rain / GROHE Rain O² spray

* To be decided at first installation; factory default setting: GROHE PureRain

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

LS0 MoonWhite
000 Chrome
**Euphoria SmartControl 310**
Shower system with thermostat for wall mounting consisting of:
- Head shower Rainshower 310 SmartActive,
- spray plate chrome/MoonWhite,
- GROHE PureRain and ActiveRain spray,
- hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage,
- spray plate white (27 221 001)
3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Massage
Silverflex shower hose 1750 mm (28 388)

**Euphoria SmartControl 260**
Shower system with thermostat for wall mounting consisting of:
- Head shower Euphoria 260 (26 455)
3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Jet with ball joint,
- hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage,
- 3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Massage
- spray plate white (27 221 001)
Silverflex shower hose 1750 mm (28 388)

**Euphoria SmartControl Cube 310**
Shower system with thermostat for wall mounting consisting of:
- Head shower Rainshower 310 SmartActive Cube,
- spray plate chrome/MoonWhite,
- GROHE PureRain and ActiveRain spray,
- hand shower Euphoria Cube Stick (27 698)
1-spray pattern: Rain
Silverflex shower hose 1750 mm (28 388)

**Euphoria SmartControl 260 Bath/Shower System**
Bath/Shower system with bath thermostat for wall mounting consisting of:
- Head shower Euphoria 260 (26 455)
3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Jet with ball joint,
- Hand Shower Euphoria 110 Massage,
- 3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Massage
- spray plate white (27 221 001)
Silverflex shower hose 1750 mm (28 388)

* To be decided at first installation; factory default setting: GROHE PureRain

---

**Choose Your Color**

- **LS0** MoonWhite
- **000** Chrome

---
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GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
EXPOSED THERMOSTATS

34 718 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic shower mixer 1/2", wall-mounted.
100% GROHE CoolTouch, GROHE StarLight chrome finish, GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement, Grohtherm SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy to full flow

34 719 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic bath mixer 1/2", wall-mounted.
100% GROHE CoolTouch, GROHE StarLight chrome finish, GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement, Grohtherm SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy to full flow

34 720 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic shower mixer 1/2" with shower set consisting of:
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat shower mixer (34 719 000), Euphoria 110 Massage shower rail set, 600 mm (27 231 001)
34 721 000
Set with 800 mm shower rail

34 719 000
Grohtherm SmartControl thermostatic bath mixer 1/2", wall-mounted:
100 % GROHE CoolTouch,
GROHE StarLight chrome finish,
GROHE TurboStat compact cartridge with wax thermoelement,
Grohtherm SmartControl push for ON-OFF, turn for volume adjustment from EcoJoy to full flow

GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
SHOWER

GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
BATH/SHOWER

GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL
SHOWER/RENO-SET
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS:

Flexibility best describes the benefits of choosing the GROHE SmartControl Combi shower system, offering as it does a range of different installation options and also a range of possible combinations.

This means for example, that you are free to position the thermostat either vertically under the showerhead or if you choose, away from the central axis – or even on one of the side walls of the shower. Flexibility also extends to the way you can combine the thermostat with other GROHE head, hand or body showers, creating your own personal shower experience. In addition you have the option of turning your bath into a shower – by combining the SmartControl thermostat with a bathtub inlet and a hand shower.

Like the GROHE SmartControl Exposed, the “excealed” solution is also available in the versions Duo and Mono and also offers shelf space for shampoo and shower gel. With the GROHE SmartControl Combi shower system, the piping runs within the wall, connecting the SmartControl thermostat and the head shower. No shower rod means that cleaning is effortless – just one more of the pleasures you can expect from the GROHE SmartControl Combi shower system.
26 446 000 + 26 449 000 + 26 264 001
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Mono
Head shower set
including shower arm
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
+ TrioMassage
450 mm shower arm
+ separate rough-in

26 450 000 + 26 264 001
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Mono
Head shower set
including shower arm
Head shower spray: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
+ separate concealed body
+ separate rough-in

26 254 000 + 26 264 001
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Duo
Head shower set
including shower arm
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
+ TrioMassage
450 mm shower arm
+ separate rough-in

26 443 000 + 26 449 000 + 26 264 001
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Duo
Combi shower system with thermostat, exposed/concealed
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
+ TrioMassage
Hand shower spray:
Rain / GROHE Rain O² spray
+ separate concealed body
+ separate rough-in

26 446 000 + 26 449 000 + 26 264 001
Rainshower SmartControl 360 Mono
Combi shower system with thermostat, exposed/concealed
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
Hand shower sprays:
GROHE Rain O², Rain
+ separate rough-in

34 713 000 + 26 449 000
Combi thermostatic shower mixer
with 3 valves, exposed/concealed, wall mounted
+ separate concealed body

34 714 000 + 26 449 000
Combi thermostatic shower mixer
with 2 valves, exposed/concealed, wall mounted
+ separate concealed body

* To be decided at first installation;
Factory default setting: GROHE PureRain

GROHE BATHROOM SMARTCONTROL COMBI SHOWER SYSTEM

GROHE.com
GROHE SMARTCONTROL CONCEALED

THE NOT-SO-HIDDEN BENEFITS:

Space – we’d all like to have more of it, especially in the shower area, where it is often in short supply. So when you have the luxury of planning your shower from scratch, then GROHE SmartControl Concealed is a wonderful option. With its concealed installation and exceedingly slim design, GROHE SmartControl Concealed offers more space under the shower and an uncluttered clean look.

Freedom of design too: GROHE SmartControl Concealed also offers a number of design variants. A wide selection of suitable trim sets – available in both round and square forms – and showers ensures that the style chosen for the bathroom extends seamlessly into the shower area. It also offers additional benefits of a practical kind: cleaning becomes faster and more convenient, thanks to the flat, streamlined design.

Of course GROHE SmartControl Concealed also offers the many features shared by GROHE SmartControl Exposed and the GROHE Combi shower system: from precise and intuitive volume and temperature control, to your choice of showers sprays at the touch of a button.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
SMARTCONTROL
Perfect shower set
Rainshower 310
SmartActive head shower
Euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 1 valve
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Perfect shower set
Rainshower F-Series head shower
Power & Soul hand shower
with GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 2 valves
and integrated shower union
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 3 valves
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat
for concealed installation with 1 valve
+ GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Color options:
000 | StarLight Chrome
GL0 | Cool Sunrise
DA0 | Warm Sunset
A00 | Hard Graphite
BE0 | Polished Nickel
DC0 | SuperSteel
GN0 | Brushed Cool Sunrise
DL0 | Brushed Warm Sunset
AL0 | Brushed Hard Graphite
EN0 | Brushed Nickel
29 150 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 151 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 152 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl triple volume control trim + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 153 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 154 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 2 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

29 155 LSO + 35 600 000 Grohtherm SmartControl thermostat for concealed installation with 3 valves + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

GROHE BATHROOM SMARTCONTROL CONCEALED GROHTHERM SMARTCONTROL THERMOSTATS IN ACRYLIC GLASS
SmartControl mixer with 1 valve + GROHE Rapido SmartBox

Perfect shower set
Rainshower 310 head shower
Euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower with Rapido SmartBox

Perfect shower set
Rainshower 310 head shower
Euphoria Cube hand shower with Rapido SmartBox
REVITALISE YOUR BODY, MIND AND SOUL WITH AN EXHILARATING SHOWER.

Create your personal hydrotherapy shower and use all the physical properties of water to create a new sensation every day. Large or extra-large; fitted flush to the ceiling or wall mounted; GROHE showers come in all shapes, styles and sizes – each one designed with your satisfaction and enjoyment in mind.

A gentle Rain Spray for rinsing off soap or a body scrub, a focused Jet Spray to help relax tense muscles or a soft and soothing Champagne Spray. With GROHE showers the choice is at your fingertips. Increase the hydrotherapy level and experience three-dimensional showering. Our adjustable side showers can be calibrated to place more pressure between your shoulder blades and slightly less on your lower back – your in-shower massage service.
GROHE SHOWERS

German innovations have always been a driving force behind the success of GROHE showers. Rainshower, Power&Soul, Euphoria and Tempesta are made in GROHE’s shower factory in Lahr, in Germany’s Black Forest. GROHE has been producing its innovative showers and shower engines in Lahr since the late seventies. Each GROHE shower therefore benefits from the wealth of the company’s accumulated shower knowledge.

From injection moulding, welding and galvanising of plastic components to assembly, quality inspection and packing – proven expertise and diligent work at every stage of the process are key to the high quality of GROHE showers. This is what the GROHE factory in Lahr is all about – for the benefit of consumers around the world.

To maximise showering comfort and enjoyment choose one of our feature-packed shower systems. With a wide choice of designs, GROHE has the perfect system for your personal showering habits as well as for all styles of bathrooms.

GROHE hand showers are the perfect balance of outstanding quality, cutting-edge technology and award-winning design. Not only do they deliver the perfect showering experience, their unique and inspiring designs are guaranteed to enhance your bathroom.

GROHE stick hand showers and shower sets are perfect for installing next to the bathtub, in a minimalist, tailor-made shower, or just as a shower set to enjoy a refreshing GROHE shower in today’s stylish bathrooms.

Find the perfect finishing touch for your bathroom scheme with GROHE’s range of accessories in particular for our showers assortment. Replace, upgrade or add to your shower design while maintaining that seamless GROHE look and quality.

01 SHOWER SYSTEMS
To maximise showering comfort and enjoyment choose one of our feature-packed shower systems. With a wide choice of designs, GROHE has the perfect system for your personal showering habits as well as for all styles of bathrooms.

02 HEAD SHOWERS
GROHE head showers come in all shapes and sizes to match your design and budget requirements. All designs feature GROHE DreamSpray technology for a luxurious full spray and unbeatable showering enjoyment.

03 HAND SHOWERS
GROHE hand showers are the perfect balance of outstanding quality, cutting-edge technology and award-winning design. Not only do they deliver the perfect showering experience, their unique and inspiring designs are guaranteed to enhance your bathroom.

04 STICK SHOWERS
GROHE stick hand showers and shower sets are perfect for installing next to the bathtub, in a minimalist, tailor-made shower, or just as a shower set to enjoy a refreshing GROHE shower in today’s stylish bathrooms.

05 SHOWER ACCESSORIES
Find the perfect finishing touch for your bathroom scheme with GROHE’s range of accessories in particular for our showers assortment. Replace, upgrade or add to your shower design while maintaining that seamless GROHE look and quality.
GROHE SHOWERS
THE SPRAYS

RAIN SPRAY
Wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate pattern to soothe the skin. Mimicking warm summer rain, the spray provides a full and even coverage.

GROHE RAIN O2 SPRAY
A soft, smooth spray based on our original Rain Spray. Water drops are infused with air for a wide and fuller spray.

ACTIVERAIN SPRAY
Innovative spray to loosen up tense muscles or rinse shampoo out of your hair.

SMARTRAIN SPRAY
All the features and benefits of our authentic Rain spray but with a reduced flow. A smart pattern that uses less water to deliver full showering enjoyment.

JET SPRAY
A focussed circular spray, which delivers a refreshing burst of water. Ideal for stimulating the skin or simply cleaning the bathtub or shower.

PURE SPRAY
The name says it all. A soft stream of pure water delivered from the centre of the shower head – reminiscent of a fresh, mountain spring.

WATERFALL SPRAY
An extra wide spout creates the sensual pleasure of a waterfall in your own bathroom.

DRIZZLE SPRAY
Revitalizing cool water mist acts like a fresh sea breeze.

CHAMPAGNE SPRAY
Enriched with air for bigger and softer water droplets. More air means that less water is required when using this fulfilling and gentle spray pattern.

ENJOY VARIETY – REJUVENATION OR RELAXATION?
Our unique design distributes the same amount of water to each and every nozzle, resulting in an even spray. So whatever pattern suits your mood – Normal, Champagne spray, Pure, Jet, Rain or Massage – you’re guaranteed that it will be an all-over exhilarating experience. The new sprays, GROHE PureRain spray, GROHE Bokoma spray and ActiveRain spray, are just the latest examples of GROHE DreamSpray technological innovation.

MASSAGE SPRAY
A pulsating spray pattern for a stimulating massage. Gives a unique and invigorating all-over massage.

BOKOMA SPRAY
Eight dynamic spray nozzles create a ‘breathing’ effect, recreating the tension-relieving sensation of a fingertip massage.

TRIOMASSAGE SPRAY
The combination of the renowned Bokoma spray and two Massage sprays gives you a head and shoulder massage in one combined spray.
GROHE SHOWER SYSTEMS

FOR MAXIMUM SHOWERING PLEASURE EVERY DAY.

To maximise showering comfort and enjoyment choose one of our feature-packed shower systems. With a wide choice of designs, GROHE has the perfect system for your personal showering habits as well as for all styles of bathrooms. All our shower systems have GROHE DreamSpray technology, which guarantees perfect water distribution to every nozzle, while the inner water guide ensures the outer surface is never too hot to touch.

For the ultimate experience, GROHE offers a Rainshower system with adjustable body jets that delivers tailor-made showering to the whole family – whatever their height.
CHOSE YOUR TYPE
OF SHOWER SYSTEM

ALL-IN-ONE, PREMIUM DESIGN AND VERSATILE
BATHROOM SOLUTIONS.
Choose a thermostatic shower system powered by GROHE TurboStat to ensure maximum shower comfort and safety, together with a one-hand mixer system driven by GROHE SilkMove or a simple, stylish diverter system. GROHE shower systems are economical, easy to use and install, and beautifully designed.

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER SYSTEMS
For the safest and most comfortable shower experience, powered by GROHE TurboStat.

THERMOSTATIC BATH / SHOWER SYSTEMS
Safer and more comfortable bathing and showering, powered by GROHE TurboStat.

ONE-HAND MIXER SHOWER SYSTEMS
Volume and temperature control with a single lever, powered by GROHE SilkMove.

DIVERTER SHOWER SYSTEMS
Upgrade your shower without exchanging your existing valve.
BRINGING TOGETHER THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A GREAT SHOWER.

Luxurious, tailor-made showering from a single product. With a GROHE Rainshower shower system, that’s exactly what you get.

Rainshower systems bring together the essential elements of a great shower, plus a host of other benefits to enhance your comfort and pleasure. With a full metal Rainshower head shower - from 210 mm to 310 mm diameter as well as Rainshower Allure and Veris head showers - you will enjoy the luxurious wide GROHE PureRain Spray.

All of our Rainshower thermostatic systems feature a GROHE CoolTouch thermostat with a GROHE TurboStat cartridge – designed with the world’s most sensitive thermometer in mind: your skin. The 450 mm shower arm swivels, while GROHE CoolTouch prevents scalding and protects the GROHE StarLight chrome surface.

GROHE RAINSHOWER SHOWER SYSTEM - the ultimate in luxury, style and function maximises enjoyment while ensuring comfort and safety.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
RAINSHOWER SHOWER SYSTEM
RAINSHOWER SHOWER SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
GROHE EUPHORIA SHOWER SYSTEM

XXL LUXURY HEAD SHOWERS IN ROUND OR SQUARE DESIGN.

Equipped with the same GROHE technologies as GROHE Tempesta systems, GROHE Euphoria systems feature in addition luxury head showers from 210 mm to 310 mm in diameter.

New Euphoria 280 mm head shower features three spray zones to choose from. With just the turn of a knob you control the spray from a powerful Jet spray for rinsing out shampoo to a Rain spray that relaxes you after a long day at work.

Other variants feature metal showers with GROHE PureRain Spray, the new and improved Rain Spray with even larger and softer droplets for a luxurious showering experience.

GROHE Euphoria shower systems are easily fixed to the wall and instantly add value to the bathroom both in functional and visual terms.

For a 100 % Cubist bathroom go for GROHE Euphoria Cube shower systems with 100 % Cube showers and shower system.

GROHE EUPHORIA SHOWER SYSTEM - XXL luxury head showers.
Euphoria Cube 230 shower system with single-lever mixer
hand shower Euphoria Cube Stick
400 mm shower arm

Euphoria Cube 310 shower system with thermostat
hand shower Euphoria Cube Stick
400 mm shower arm

Euphoria 210 shower system with thermostat
hand shower Euphoria Stick
450 mm shower arm

Euphoria 310 shower system with thermostat
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm

Find more products online.
Euphoria 260
shower system with thermostat
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm

27 296 002

Euphoria 260
shower system with diverter
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm

27 473 001

Euphoria 260
shower system with single-lever mixer
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy

27 296 002

Euphoria 260
shower system with thermostat
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm

27 421 002

Euphoria 260
shower system with diverter
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy

26 114 001

Euphoria 260
shower system with thermostatic
bath / shower mixer
hand shower Euphoria 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm

26 114 001
THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR MODERN, ARCHITECTURAL BATHROOMS.

With its crisp, cylindrical profile and distinctive bevelled detailing, the Tempesta system is the perfect choice for modern, architectural bathrooms. Like all GROHE shower systems, it is easy to install and packed with great technology. The 210 mm head shower and 390 mm shower arm can be swivelled to create the perfect angle while the hand shower features two spray patterns – a rich Rain Spray and a vigorous Jet Spray.

The shower rail features an inner water guide, and the thermostat’s GROHE TurboStat technology means you can take a luxurious shower secure in the knowledge the water will stay at the preselected temperature even if the water pressure changes.

GROHE TEMPESTA SHOWER SYSTEM – high quality and comfort assured, including GROHE’s renowned technologies for maximum enjoyment. Guaranteed.
27 922 001
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 210
shower system with thermostatic
hand shower 2-sprays
390 mm shower arm

26 224 001
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 210
shower system with single-lever mixer
hand shower 2-sprays
390 mm shower arm

26 381 001
Tempesta System 210
flex shower system with diverter
hand shower 1-spray
390 mm shower arm

26 223 001
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 210
shower system with thermostatic
bath / shower mixer
hand shower 2-sprays
390 mm shower arm
26 305 001  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 200  
Shower system with single-lever bath mixer, hand shower 4-sprays  
355 mm shower arm

26 244 001  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 200  
Shower system with single-lever mixer, hand shower 2-sprays  
450 mm shower arm

27 389 002  
New Tempesta System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 620 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm

27 394 002  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 620 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm

27 399 002  
New Tempesta Rustic System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 620 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm

26 452 001  
New Tempesta System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 920 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm

26 453 001  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 920 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm

26 454 001  
New Tempesta Rustic System 200  
Flex shower system with diverter  
Distance between diverter and upper bracket: 920 mm  
hand shower 4-sprays  
390 mm shower arm
GROHE head showers come in all shapes and sizes to match your design and budget requirements. All designs feature GROHE DreamSpray technology for a luxurious full spray and unbeatable showering enjoyment, while SpeedClean shower nozzles prevent the build-up of limescale.

Available on all Rainshower metal head showers, our new and improved GROHE PureRain Spray has 50% larger and softer droplets for a more luxurious showering experience.
Color options:
- 000 I StarLight Chrome
- LS0 I MoonWhite
* to be decided at first installation;
factory default setting: GROHE PureRain

**NEW** 26 479 000 + 26 483 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310
SmartActive
projection 400 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
26 054 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 061 000
Head shower set F-Series 254
projection 286 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 071 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 065 000
Head shower set Allure 230
length 154 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 065 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 477 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310
SmartActive
length 142 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
new

**NEW** 26 557 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 142 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 558 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 563 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 422 mm
1 spray pattern: PureRain
26 564 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 565 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 142 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage
26 566 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 559 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 142 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 560 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 567 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 422 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 568 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 569 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 142 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
new

**NEW** 26 450 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Mono
projection 450 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage
303 475 000 + 26 483 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 SmartActive
projection 400 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, GROHE Rain O² spray*

**NEW** 26 478 000 + 26 483 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono
projection 422 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
26 558 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 474 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Duo
projection 450 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage

26 481 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310
SmartActive
length 142 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
new

**NEW** 26 485 000 + 26 483 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310
SmartActive
projection 400 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
new

**NEW** 26 489 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Duo
projection 450 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage

26 484 000
Head shower set Rainshower 310
SmartActive
projection 400 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, ActiveRain
26 485 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

**NEW** 26 490 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Mono
projection 400 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*

**NEW** 26 494 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Duo
projection 450 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage

**NEW** 26 495 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Mono
projection 400 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*

**NEW** 26 500 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Duo
projection 450 mm
2 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*, TrioMassage

**NEW** 26 505 000 + 26 264 001
Head shower set Rainshower 360 Mono
projection 400 mm
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain / GROHE Rain O² spray*
Head shower set Tempesta 100 projection 125 mm
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O 2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 projection 125 mm
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O 2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Tempesta 210 projection 286 mm
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Euphoria 260 projection 286 mm
3 spray patterns: GROHE PureRain, Rain, SmartRain
3 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Euphoria 260 projection 142 mm
3 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Rainshower 310 Mono Cube
1 spray pattern: GROHE PureRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Rainshower 400, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Head shower set Rainshower 210, metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Side shower F-Series 5”
127 mm x 127 mm
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Ceiling shower F-Series 10”
254 mm x 254 mm
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Color options:
- StarLight Chrome (000/001)
- MoonWhite (LS0)

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
MAKE A STATEMENT WITH ONE OF OUR DESIGNER HAND SHOWERS.

Shower technology has come on leaps and bounds in recent years. From entry-level models – which offer a single spray pattern – to extra-large hand showers complete with a choice of spray patterns, there’s a hand shower that will match both your personal and your bathroom’s design requirements.

GROHE hand showers are the perfect balance of outstanding quality, cutting-edge technology and award-winning design. Not only do they deliver the perfect showering experience, their unique and inspiring designs are guaranteed to enhance your bathroom.

Water-saving features such as Eco buttons and SprayDimmer will help you to reduce your water consumption, while silicone nozzles help to prevent the build-up of limescale. GROHE EcoJoy showers illustrate our commitment to the environment and encourage water conservation every day.
27 673 000
Hand shower 130
4 x spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

FOUR POWERFUL SPRAYS COMBINE FOR ONE PERFECT SHOWER.

How do you like your shower? A refreshing burst of water to energise and stimulate in the morning – cleansing your body and awakening your mind. Or something a little more relaxing in the evening – soft, restorative air-infused bubbles that gently caress your skin?

GROHE Power&Soul showers have been created with full appreciation of your moods and needs. Powered by GROHE DreamSpray technology, four innovative spray patterns – GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Bokoma Spray and Jet – offer a choice of tempting experiences. And with the introduction of One-Click Showering, switching between and combining spray patterns has never been easier.
27 668 000
Hand shower 160
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 746 000
Shower set with hand shower 160
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

258

27 664 000 / 27 663 LS0
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 661 000
Hand shower 115
2 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

26 174 000
Shower wall holder set with hand shower 130
non-adjustable wall holder
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 741 000
Shower wall holder set with hand shower 130
adjustable wall holder
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 740 000
Shower wall holder set with hand shower 115
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 838 000
with hand shower 115

27 746 000
Shower set with hand shower 160
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 741 000
Shower wall holder set with hand shower 130
adjustable wall holder
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 838 000
with hand shower 115

27 744 000
Shower set with hand shower 130
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 734 000
Shower set with hand shower 130
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 755 000
Shower set with hand shower 115
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 753 000
rail 600 mm

27 668 000
Hand shower 160
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 664 000 / 27 663 LS0
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 661 000
Hand shower 115
2 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O², Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
POWER&SOUL HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

27 673 000
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O₂, Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 671 000
Hand shower 115
2 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O₂, Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 742 000
Shower wall holder set with hand shower 130 adjustable wall holder

27 782 000
Shower set with hand shower 130 rail 600 mm
rail 900 mm with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
27 748 000
rail 600 mm

27 759 000
Shower set with hand shower 115 rail 600 mm
rail 900 mm with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
27 757 000
rail 600 mm

27 750 000
Shower set with hand shower 160
rail 600 mm with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
27 748 000
rail 600 mm

27 675 000
Hand shower 160
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O₂, Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 748 000
Shower set with hand shower 160
rail 600 mm with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
27 736 000
rail 600 mm

27 759 000
Shower set with hand shower 115
rail 600 mm with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
27 757 000
rail 600 mm

27 673 000
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O₂, Rain, Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

MoonWhite
Chrome

LS0
FOR AN UNPARALLELED SHOWER EXPERIENCE.

The ergonomic design of the Euphoria hand shower features an extended handle that flows seamlessly into the spray face – surrounding it with an elegant ring of chrome. For an unparalleled shower experience, GROHE DreamSpray distributes the water evenly to every nozzle, while a SprayDimmer reduces water consumption by up to 40 % with our SmartRain Spray. All Euphoria hand showers feature the popular and opulent Rain Spray pattern, which can be supplemented with SmartRain and a choice of a third spray: Massage or Champagne Spray.

GROHE
EUPHORIA 110

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUPHORIA 110

grohe.com
27 221 001
Hand shower 110 Massage
3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Massage
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 222 000
Hand shower 110 Champagne
with SprayDimmer
3-spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Champagne Spray

27 220 000
Hand shower 110 Duo
with SprayDimmer
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain

27 228 000
Hand shower 110 Champagne
with SprayDimmer
3 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain, Champagne Spray

27 267 001
Hand shower 110 Duo
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 265 000
Hand shower 110 Mono
1 spray pattern: Rain
with 5.7 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 221 001
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 222 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 220 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 228 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 267 001
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

EUPHORIA 110 HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
3 DESIGN STYLES AND UP TO 4 SPRAY PATTERNS.
Hand and head showers come in a choice of Contemporary, Cosmopolitan or Authentic designs and up to four distinct sprays will enable you to find your perfect spray pattern combination. For instant refreshment first thing in the morning or gentle relaxation at the end of the day, GROHE DreamSpray technology ensures maximum showering enjoyment.

For every showering situation there is a GROHE Tempesta.
TEMPESTA COSMOPOLITAN 100

HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
TEMPESTA 100 HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.
Shower set with hand shower 4-spray with GROHE EasyReach tray rail 600 mm

26 086 001

Hand shower 100
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O 2, Rain, Massage, Jet
27 608 001
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

Shower wall holder set with hand shower 4-spray with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy adjustable wall holder hose 1750 mm

27 805 001

Shower set with hand shower 4-spray with GROHE EasyReach tray rail 600 mm
27 609 001
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

GROHE BATHROOM SHOWERS HAND SHOWERS TEMPESTA RUSTIC 100

grohe.com
MINIMALISM IS AN ONGOING TREND IN THE BATHROOM.

GROHE stick hand showers and shower sets are perfect for installing next to the bathtub, in a minimalist, tailor-made shower, or just as a shower set to enjoy a refreshing GROHE shower in today’s stylish bathrooms.

All GROHE hand showers feature an inner water guide that prevents the radiant GROHE StarLight chrome finish from cracking and ensures it’s never too hot to handle. This is a real plus when using very hot water to clean the bath.
STICK SHOWERS HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

27 702 000  
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower Cube Stick  
non-adjustable wall holder
27 703 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 369 000  
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower Cosmopolitan Stick  
non-adjustable wall holder
27 370 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

28 348 000  
Shower wall holder set  
with metal hand shower Sena Stick  
non-adjustable wall holder
28 349 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

28 034 000  
Sena Stick metal hand shower  
1 spray pattern: Normal
28 035 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 658 000  
Euphoria Cube Stick hand shower  
1 spray pattern: Normal
27 659 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy

27 367 000  
Euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick hand shower  
1 spray pattern: Normal
27 368 000  
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy
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THE PERFECT FINISHING TOUCH

Find the perfect finishing touch for your bathroom scheme with GROHE’s range of accessories in particular for our showers assortment. Whether you’re looking for a replacement component or just somewhere convenient to put the shampoo, our accessories all coordinate effortlessly with our main ranges. With most available in our dazzling GROHE StarLight finish, it makes it easy to replace, upgrade or add to your shower design while maintaining that seamless GROHE look and quality.
GROHE TRIGGER SPRAYS

MADE IN GERMANY.
Manufactured in Lahr/Germany, Tempesta-F trigger sprays combine modern timeless aesthetics with highest functionality. They are available in GROHE StarLight chrome or white finish. The Inner WaterGuide protects the outer surface and SpeedClean nozzles on the removable spray face allow for easy cleaning. The extra-strong Silverflex hose with Twistfree functionality gives additional strength to the respective sets.

Our premium Sena trigger sprays feature a strong metal body in elegant minimalist design. The matching valve closes automatically, when the spray is put back into the holder.

To meet your requirements, trigger sprays can be purchased individually or as part of a shower set – with or without a valve.
SHOWER HOSE HIGHLIGHTS
FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

- **Shower hose Rotaflex**, Metal Longlife, 1750 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 025 000

- **Shower hose Relexaflex**, Metal Longlife, 2000 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 145 000

- **Shower hose Silverflex**, 2000 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 137 000

- **Shower hose Rotaflex**, 2000 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 413 001

- **Shower hose Relexaflex**, metal, 2000 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 144 000

- **Shower hose Silverflex**, 1750 mm
  - Grohe.com
  - 28 105 000
**GROHE BATHROOM SHOWERS SHOWER ACCESSORIES**

**SHOWER RAILS & TRAYS / SHOWER ARMS**

- **27 136 001** Rainshower Rail 1150 mm
- **28 819 001** Rainshower Rail 900 mm
- **28 797 001** Rainshower Rail 600 mm
- **27 785 000** Power&Soul Rail 900 mm
- **27 784 000** Power&Soul Rail 600 mm
- **27 500 000** Euphoria Rail 900 mm
- **27 499 000** Euphoria Rail 600 mm
- **27 841 000** Euphoria Cube Rail 900 mm
- **27 882 000** Euphoria Cube Rail 600 mm

**GROHE EasyReach tray fits New Tempesta and Euphoria rails**

- **26 362 LN0** GROHE EasyReach tray
  - for shower systems
  - with Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan shower thermostat

**Shower arms**

- **26 146 000** Shower arm metal projection 422 mm
- **28 982 000** Shower arm metal projection 378 mm
- **28 576 000** Shower arm metal projection 286 mm
- **26 145 000** Shower arm metal projection 422 mm with square escutcheon
- **27 484 000** Ceiling shower arm metal length 142 mm with square escutcheon
- **27 485 000** Ceiling shower arm metal length 142 mm with square escutcheon
- **27 488 000** Ceiling shower arm metal length 292 mm with square escutcheon
- **27 711 000** Ceiling shower arm metal length 154 mm with square escutcheon

**Ceiling shower arm**

- **27 406 000** Shower arm metal projection 218 mm
- **28 384 000** Shower arm metal projection 286 mm
- **27 703 000** Ceiling shower arm metal projection 286 mm with square escutcheon

* for Rainshower 400 head showers

**grohe.com**
REDEFINING
A NEW LEVEL OF HYGIENE

Softer on the skin, more soothing and more hygienic than wiping with paper - let the GROHE Shower toilets broaden your horizons about how good your daily cleansing routine can make you feel.
FORGET EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT TOILETS.
As of now, the GROHE Sensia Arena does everything better. It cleans you with warm water. It reduces unpleasant odors. It has special hygienic coatings, and powerful flushing keeps the toilet clean. It can be controlled easily and conveniently via your smartphone or remote control. And its elegant design blends seamlessly into any bathroom. Step into the new age of toilets with the GROHE Sensia Arena – and enjoy that first-class clean feeling every day.
DESIGN THAT SUITS YOUR STYLE.

THE GROHE SENSIA ARENA SUITS ANY BATHROOM PERFECTLY.

Thanks to our sensitive intuitive design language, our products always feel as though they were designed especially for you. The GROHE Sensia Arena has received 14 design awards to date, including a Red Dot Award, an iF Design Award and a Green Good Design Award.

The GROHE Sensia Arena is intuitive. Like all our products, it’s designed to make your life more attractive and, above all, simpler. So it won’t just be love at first sight – you’ll understand it completely at first glance.

ENJOY A WEALTH OF BENEFITS THAT WILL FIT YOU LIKE A GLOVE

Your bathroom and toilet should feel like the cleanest space in the house! We know that to feel totally clean you need to have confidence, that your shower toilet is pristine and hygienic too. That’s why every design detail has been carefully considered to offer new levels of cleanliness at every stage. Special hygienic coatings and powerful flushing keep the toilet clean while the self-cleaning, anti-bacterial spray arms give you total peace of mind when using the spray function.

FEEL PERFECTLY CLEAN

With a selection of fully adjustable sprays, anti-bacterial twin shower arms and unlimited warm water for comfortable cleaning we offer perfect skin care.

ULTIMATE HYGIENE

Thanks to our innovative AquaCeramic coating, rimless toilet design, and powerful triple vortex flush, it is hard for dirt and impurities to settle. Our HyperClean glaze reduces the buildup of bacteria by up to 99.9 %. The self-cleaning, anti-bacterial spray arms are protected behind a 99.9 % antibacterial nozzle guard for maximum hygiene. The PlasmaCluster technology removes bacteria, even those hiding in the farthest corner of the bowl or ceramic surface.

COMFORT ZONE

With features like odour absorption, air dryer, nightlight and the smartphone app we offer the smartest comfort.
39 354 SH1
Sensa Arena shower toilet, wall-mounted

39 355 SH0 / 39 378 SH0 (CN) / 39 380 SH0 (TW)
Sensa Arena shower toilet, floor-standing

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
SENSIA ARENA
GROHE has developed a unique and diverse range in which the WC flushing mechanism, available in a number of extremely attractive variants, is a core element of the design concept and can be coordinated perfectly with the faucets and other equipment features.
Embrace color in the bathroom – down to the last detail. GROHE Colors Collection lets you express your own taste and personality, adding color that sets the tone for a truly distinctive bathroom scheme. Are you looking for a warm, organic feel, or a crisp, masculine look? With the GROHE Colors Collection you can achieve any mood you desire with a range of color finishes across every touchpoint, right down to the flushplate.

With our sleek, chic flushplates available in every GROHE color, and with a choice of designs and sizes, you can be sure that your scheme will set just the right tone, reflecting your taste across every aspect of your bathroom.
GROHE is the only company in the industry that can offer a true freedom of choice with a 100% perfect match in color, design and size.
FLUSH PLATE HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

Color options:
- 000 | StarLight Chrome
- P00 | Matt Chrome
- GL0 | Cool Sunrise
- AD0 | Hard Graphite
- DC0 | SuperSteel
- GD0 | Brushed Cool Sunrise
- AL0 | Brushed Hard Graphite
- EN0 | Brushed Nickel
- BE0 | Polished Nickel
- SH0 | Alpine White

GROHE BATHROOM
FLUSH PLATES

37 624 000  Flush plate  Arena Cosmopolitan S
37 535 000  Flush plate  Skate Cosmopolitan S
37 535 P00  Flush plate  Skate Cosmopolitan S
37 535 SH0  Flush plate  Skate Cosmopolitan S
37 535 DC0  Flush plate  Skate Cosmopolitan S
37 601 000  Flush plate  Nova Cosmopolitan S
37 601 P00  Flush plate  Nova Cosmopolitan S
37 601 SH0  Flush plate  Nova Cosmopolitan S
37 601 DC0  Flush plate  Nova Cosmopolitan S
Create your own, individualist bathroom with GROHE’s carefully curated design collections. The design lines each with their own distinctive and desirable appeal, ensure that whatever your personal taste, finding a style and silhouette that fits perfectly with your design vision is easy.
GROHE offers a choice of several varied and distinctive design lines: Essence, Eurocube/Cube Ceramic, Eurosmart/Euro Ceramic, Eurostyle and Eurocosmo. Thanks to Perfect Match, the individual elements of each respective design line are totally in tune, both visually and in terms of technology.

You can upgrade your bathroom with the GROHE Sensia Arena shower toilet. From the washbasin down to the smallest accessory, you’ll be getting a bathroom that speaks a single unified design language, in perfect harmony with your personality and lifestyle.
ESSENCE CERAMIC
BEAUTY IN ITS PUREST FORM

Clarity. Subtlety. A certain lightness of touch. These are the qualities that inform Essence, a design line created from gently organic forms. Perfect for those for whom the bathroom is a place of relaxation and contemplation, the collection’s slender profiles and natural lines are ideal for creating a calming scheme that is timeless in its elegance, and gives the whole bathroom space to breathe. Pared back to the essentials, Essence Ceramic provides effortless, appealing design with innovative features you’ll enjoy day after day.

- PureGuard surface technology
- All toilets are rimless
39 611 000
Free standing bath tub
180 x 80 x 57.5 cm
39 612 000
Antislip
39 613 000H
EasyClean
39 614 000H
Antislip
EasyClean

39 617 000
Built-in bath tub
180 x 80 x 45 cm
39 619 000
Antislip
39 620 000H
EasyClean
39 621 000H
Antislip
EasyClean

39 622 000
Back-to-wall bath tub
180 x 80 x 57.5 cm
39 623 000
Drilled tap hole
39 649 000H
EasyClean
39 650 000H
Drilled tap hole
EasyClean

49 113 000 / SH0
Waste set
for free standing bath tub

19 025 000
Talento trimset
for waste set
19 952 000
Talentofill trimset
for waste set
49 115 000 / SH0
Ferr for built-in bath tub

28 943 000
Talento pop-up waste
28 991 000
Talento® inlet
waste & overflow valve
49 114 000
Sealing system
ESSENCE CERAMICS HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

39 611 000
Essence
freestanding bathtub
EUROCUBE/CUBE CERAMIC
A CLEAR STYLE STATEMENT

Step away from a busy, cosmopolitan life for a moment and enjoy the essentials. With its strong, minimalist lines, the stunning Eurocube/Cube Ceramic collection sums up cool and contemporary bathroom luxury. Every product in the collection has a sophisticated feel, modelled on the crisp, clean lines of the cube. The dynamic shapes and smooth surfaces are designed to be fuss-free, ideal for creating a modern bathroom scheme that brings a sense of calm clarity to your day.

- Unique surface technology PureGuard
- Toilet range offers rimless and Powerflush technologies
Imagine a great looking bathroom which adapts effortlessly to your real life, where you start and end your day in a personal space. A bathroom which is both hugely practical but also fun and visually distinctive.

The Eurosmart/Euro Ceramic range has been specially designed to match up an excellent performance with an attractive price. You can enjoy a flexible and stylish bathroom day in, day out for years to come.

- Unique surface technology PureGuard – optional
- Triple Vortex flush* and Rimless technology*

* Not applicable to all WCs
EUROSMART/EURO CERAMIC HIGHLIGHTS

FIND MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE.

* 00H with PureGuard
EUROSTYLE
INSPIRED BY NATURE

The bathroom should be a place where you can feel nature with all your senses. A place that reflects your sensuality and blends with your own nature. The GROHE Eurostyle turns this intuition into reality. The organic design and natural aesthetic are both pleasing to the eye and a joy to use. The result is a relaxed atmosphere where you can enjoy peace and instinctively feel at home, in a totally natural way. How inspiring.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM ➤ EUROSTYLE

39 125 001
Under-counter basin, 60 cm

39 216 000
Vessel basin, 50 cm

39 310 000
Floorstanding 1 PC WC
Double Vortex, siphonic
EUROCOSMO
DESIGN THAT GIVES PLEASURE

Open up your bathroom to create a claiming retreat that fosters thought, relaxation and wellbeing with the Eurocosmo range. All the items in the Eurocosmo collection are defined by their soft, sensual curves and rounded, embracing shape. Putting them together makes it simple to build an inspired bathroom scheme that’s all about you.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
EUROCOSMO

39 070 001
Countertop basin w/o overflow, 78 cm

39 291 000
Countertop basin, 60 cm

39 122 001
Vessel basin, 60 cm

39 296 000
Wall hung WC
Triple Nexus, wash down

39 154 000
Bath tub drop-in
180 x 90 cm

grohe.com
GROHE ACCESSORIES

WIDE VARIETY
GROHE accessories are born out of a rich tradition of blending minimalistic design with functionality. They are both decorative and practical at the same time. With GROHE accessories, you can afford the luxury of creating a cohesive bathing space.

### GROHE FAUCETS
06

### GROHE CONCEALED MIXERS
134

### GROHE THERMOSTATS
150

### GROHE SMARTCONTROL
192

### GROHE SHOWERS
220

### GROHE SHOWER TOILETS
288

### GROHE FLUSH PLATES
296

### GROHE CERAMICS
304

› GROHE ACCESSORIES 330
- GROHE SELECTION CUBE 332
- GROHE ESSENTIALS 336
- GROHE ESSENTIALS CUBE 340
- GROHE BAU COSMOPOLITAN 344
CLEAR OUTLINES, FLAWLESS SCULPTURE

You are invited to select from an extensive range of exquisite accessories. The pure cubical shapes with diamond cuts exhibit the mastery of craftsmanship. The reflection of light from various angles forge a stunning milieu in your bathroom. Our GROHE StarLight chrome finishes make each piece adorable.
Towel ring, 250 mm

Cosmetic mirror

Toilet brush set

Toilet brush head

Toilet brush

Glass for toilet brush set

Spare toilet paper holder

Soap dispenser

Crystal glass

Soap dish

Holder for glass, soap dish or soap dispenser

Robe hook

Double towel bar, 400 mm

Towel rail, 500 mm

Grip bar, 800 mm
ESSENTIAL DETAILS THAT GIVE CHARACTER TO A BATHROOM.

They are simple and functional, most carefully designed to be within easy reach. Essentials accessories always create a comfortable bathroom experience.

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
ESSENTIALS

NEW COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>StarLight Chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL1</td>
<td>Cool Sunrise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA1</td>
<td>Warm Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Hard Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1</td>
<td>Polished Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>SuperSteel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB1</td>
<td>Brushed Cool Sunrise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL1</td>
<td>Brushed Warm Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL1</td>
<td>Brushed Hard Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1</td>
<td>Brushed Nickel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GROHE ESSENTIALS

40 369 001 + 40 368 001
Holder + soap dish

40 369 001 + 40 372 001
Holder + crystal glass

40 366 DC1
Towel rail, 600 mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 364 001</td>
<td>Robe hook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 799 001</td>
<td>Glass shelf, 380 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 800 001</td>
<td>Multi-towel rack, 550 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 365 001</td>
<td>Towel ring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 799 001</td>
<td>Glass shelf, 380 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 800 001</td>
<td>Multi-towel rack, 550 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 366 001</td>
<td>Towel rail, 800 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 371 001</td>
<td>Double towel bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 802 001</td>
<td>Double towel rail, 600 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 421 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 733 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 734 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td>800 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 735 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 878 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, L-shaped, 940 x 680 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 387 001</td>
<td>Toilet paper holder</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 389 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 385 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 384 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 371 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 372 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 365 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 366 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 367 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick, white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 368 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick, black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 374 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 421 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 733 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 734 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 735 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 878 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, L-shaped, 940 x 680 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 387 001</td>
<td>Toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 389 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 385 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 384 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 371 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 372 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 365 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 366 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 367 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 368 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 374 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 421 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 733 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 734 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 735 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 878 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, L-shaped, 940 x 680 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 387 001</td>
<td>Toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 389 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 385 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 384 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 371 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 372 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 365 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 366 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 367 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 368 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 374 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 421 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 733 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 205 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 734 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 735 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, 355 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 878 001</td>
<td>Grip bar, L-shaped, 940 x 680 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 387 001</td>
<td>Toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 389 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 385 001</td>
<td>Spare toilet paper holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 384 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 371 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 372 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 365 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 366 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 367 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 368 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 374 001</td>
<td>Toilet brush without stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color options:**
- 001 I StarLight Chrome
- GL1 I Cool Sunrise
- DA1 I Warm Sunset
- AL1 I Hard Graphite
- BE1 I Polished Nickel
- GN1 I Brushed Cool Sunrise
- DL1 I Brushed Warm Sunset
- GL1 I Brushed Hard Graphite
- EN1 I Brushed Nickel

**Guest bathroom accessories set:**
- consists of 40 364 + 40 365 + 40 367

**City restroom accessories set:**
- consists of 40 364 + 40 367 + 40 374

**Master bathroom accessories set:**
- consists of 40 364 + 40 366 + 40 367

**Guest bathroom accessories set:**
- consists of 40 364 + 40 366 + 40 367

**Master bathroom accessories set:**
- consists of 40 364 + 40 365 + 40 367 + 40 368
NEAT LINES THAT CELEBRATE YOUR REFINED TASTE.

They are skillfully sculptured to fit seamlessly with your bathroom interior. Essentials Cube accessories always create a soothing bathroom experience.
BALANCE AND HARMONY

Inspired by Bauhaus and designed to match harmoniously with our BauLoop and BauEdge faucet series. Its minimalistic design balances precisely with its functions to outline a modish bathroom ambience. Our GROHE StarLight chrome finishes celebrate the simple beauty of each article.

GROHE
BAU COSMOPOLITAN

VISIT US ONLINE
BATHROOM >
BAU COSMOPOLITAN
GROHE BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

40 585 001 + 40 394 001 Holder + Soap dispenser

40 585 001 + 40 394 001 Holder for glass, soap dish or soap dispenser

40 394 001 Soap dispenser

40 372 001 Crystal glass

40 368 001 Soap dish

40 585 001 Holder for glass, soap dish or soap dispenser

40 459 001 Towel rail, 522 mm

40 460 001 Towel ring

40 461 001 Double robe hook

40 462 001 Multi-towel rack, 564 mm

40 663 001 Universal filing basket corner (large)

40 664 001 Universal filing basket corner (small)

40 463 001 Toilet brush set

40 457 001 Toilet paper holder
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF GROHE

This is just a small selection of what the world of GROHE has to offer. Whether you are looking for ideas or solutions for bathroom and kitchen, here is where you will find your inspiration.

GROHE LITERATURE

SANITARY SYSTEMS BROCHURE
CERAMICS BROCHURE
GROHE COLORS BROCHURE
RAPIDO SMARTBOX BROCHURE
SMARTCONTROL BROCHURE
SHOWER BROCHURE

VISIT US ONLINE AND ON SOCIAL NETWORKS

FACEBOOK GROHE.enjoywater | INSTAGRAM grohe_global
TWITTER GROHE | YOUTUBE GROHE | PINTEREST GROHE

ALREADY MORE THAN ONE MILLION FANS. JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL, AND REGULARLY GET LATEST VIDEOS AND UPDATES.

VISIT GROHE.COM